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Abstract: We study the angle between i) the standard jet axis, ii) the axis of a jet
which has been groomed using soft drop, with reduced sensitivity to soft radiation, iii) the
jet axis obtained with the winner-take-all recombination scheme, which is insensitive to
soft radiation at leading power. We calculate the distributions for these angles at next-
to-leading logarithmic accuracy, including non-global logarithms. The angle between the
standard and groomed jet axis directly probes soft wide-angle radiation, leading to a novel
factorization formula. This angle is also very sensitive to nonperturbative physics, which is
directly connected to nonperturbative contribution to the rapidity anomalous dimension for
transverse momentum distributions. Comparing our predictions to Pythia we nd good
agreement, and we foresee applications to jet substructure in proton-proton and heavy
ion collisions.
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1 Introduction
Jet substructure techniques have become important tools at the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) to study the properties of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) and extract the strong
coupling s, search for physics Beyond the Standard Model, and probe the quark-gluon
plasma (QGP) in heavy-ion collisions. Both experimental and theoretical advancements
have been crucial to enable precise comparisons between rst principles calculations in QCD
and LHC data. For recent reviews of jet substructure techniques and their applications,
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Figure 1. The various jet axes: the standard jet axis (black) is along the total momentum of the
collinear (blue) and soft (orange) radiation. For the groomed jet axis (green) groomed away soft
radiation (gray) is not included. The winner-take-all axis (blue) is insensitive to soft radiation.
In this paper we study three dierent jet axes, with varying degrees of sensitivity to soft
radiation, which we now introduce: we start from an inclusive sample of jets, obtained by
using the anti-kT algorithm [3] with jet radius parameter R = 0:8, and refer to the resulting
jet axis as the standard (ST) jet axis. Only jets with rapidity jj < 2 are considered, and
results for several bins in the jet transverse momentum pT will be reported. Applying soft
drop [4] with zcut = 0:1 and several values for  to remove soft radiation, the axis of the
resulting groomed jet will be called the groomed (GR) jet axis. Finally, we recluster the
original jet using the winner-take-all (WTA) recombination scheme [5, 6], for which the
eect of soft radiation is power suppressed, yielding the WTA axis. To ensure that all
radiation is inside the jet (i.e. that the jet algorithm returns a single jet) the jet radius is
increased. These various axes are pictured in gure 1, where the oset between the ST
(black) and GR (green) axis is due to groomed away radiation (gray). The WTA axis
(blue) clearly tracks the energetic collinear (blue) radiation.
We will consider the distance  =
p
2 + 2 in pseudorapidity  and azimuthal
angle  between these axes, denoted with ST;GR, ST;WTA and GR;WTA, respectively.
This distance is boost invariant and for a jet at zero rapidity, i.e. perpendicular to the
beam axis,  is equal to the angle between these axes (in the small angle limit, which we
focus on). We therefore refer to this as an angle. These angles characterize the dierent
sensitivity to soft radiation of these axes. In our calculations it will be convenient to express
 as a vector ~k? transverse to the jet axis, with  = j~k?j=pT , since vectors can easily be
added. To simplify the notation, we will omit the vector symbol when referring to the
norm of a vector, i.e. k?  j~k?j.
Given this identication between angles and transverse momenta, it should come as
no surprise that all three angles between the jet axes considered here involve some form
of transverse momentum resummation [7{12]. As such, it provides another window into
the physics of transverse momentum dependent fragmentation functions and parton dis-






relative to energetic collections of particles within the jet, not the energy spectrum of the
underlying individual particles, similar to refs. [13{20].
We derive the factorization in the small- limit within Soft Collinear Eective Theory
(SCET) [21{25] and carry out the resummation at next-to-leading logarithmic (NLL or
NLL0.1) accuracy, including the contribution of non-global logarithms [35] in the leading-
color approximation. In order to derive the factorization structure for the angle between
the standard and groomed jet axis ST;GR, we need to simultaneously consider the soft
drop groomed jet radius Rg [4, 36]. We perform the joint resummation of logarithms of the
transverse momentum and the soft drop groomed jet radius Rg, and afterwards integrate
over Rg. While for the other observables we achieve NLL
0 with the resummation of the
non-global logs, the factorization for the angle ST;GR is considerably more complicated,
limiting our accuracy to NLL in the global logarithms.
There are several potential applications of the observables introduced in this work: rst
of all, by comparing parton shower event generators to our perturbative calculations and
to data from the LHC, models of nonperturbative physics can be constrained, similar to
e.g. refs. [37, 38] where jet substructure results were used to constrain the hadronization and
underlying event contribution. This is particularly true for the angle between the standard
and groomed jet axis, which is very sensitive to nonperturbative physics as it measures
the soft radiation which fails the soft drop criterion. Interestingly, for the observables
considered here the (leading) nonperturbative component is relatively well understood as
it is related to the nonperturbative part of the rapidity anomalous dimension in transverse
momentum resummation. Indeed, various extractions are available in the literature [39{
42], and it was recently proposed that this evolution kernel can also be extracted from
lattice QCD [43]. Explicitly, our analysis predicts how the grooming parameters aect
the nonperturbative part of the rapidity anomalous dimension on our observables, which
can be compared to hadronization models in Monte Carlo parton showers. Moreover, we
expect that the observables considered here will have important applications in heavy-ion
collisions where jets are used as probes of the created hot and dense QCD medium [44].
For example, the measurement of the angle between the groomed and WTA axis provides
a handle on the soft radiation contained in identied jets in the large background produced
in heavy-ion collisions. Since the dierent jet axes considered in this work exhibit a very
dierent sensitivity to soft physics, these observables are ideally suited to quantitatively
explore the eects of parton energy loss and jet broadening.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce the
dierent factorization and resummation formulae in physical terms, which are necessary for
the calculation of the angles between the three jet axes. We present all relevant expressions
and technical details for the three cases in section 3 to section 5. In section 6, we discuss
1For NLL0, we simply mean the inclusion of the full matrix element of each function truncated at O(s)
convolved with resummation kernel, including NGLs in the kernel when their exact structure is known. In
ref. [26], a distinct denition of NLL0 was adopted, where one includes all matrix elements at the order where
the logarithms generating the resummation rst appear. For NGLs, this requires an O(2s) contribution







dierent aspects of the implementation in impact parameter space and describe our non-
perturbative model (which we take from transverse momentum resummation). Numerical
results for LHC kinematics are presented in section 7, and in section 8 we draw conclusions
and present an outlook.
2 Factorization and resummation of angles between axes
In this section we describe in physical terms the structure of the cross sections that encode
the angles between the dierent jet axes described in the Introduction. The necessary
factorization and resummation techniques are introduced but technical details and expres-
sions of the various functions that appear in these factorization formulae are relegated to
subsequent sections.
2.1 Jet production
As a rst step, common to the calculation of all these angles, we factorize the hard scattering
from the jet production, by working in the narrow jet approximation, R  1. In several
examples it has been observed that the O(R2) power corrections to this limit are still small
for values of R up to 0.7 [45, 46]. The cross section dierential in jet transverse momentum

















Hkij(xi; xj ; ; pT =z; )
 Gk(z; k?; pTR;)

1 +O(R2) : (2.1)
Here, the parton distribution functions (PDFs) fi;j describe extracting a parton with avor
i; j and momentum fraction xi;j from a colliding proton. The hard function Hkij [45, 47, 48]
encodes the hard scattering of the incoming partons i and j, and the distribution of the
resulting partons with avor k, rapidity  and transverse momentum pT =z. The jet function
Gk describes collinear nal-state radiation, i.e. how parton k (inclusively) produces jets,
with transverse momentum zpT =z = pT , as well as the angle between the axes of the jet,
encoded in k?. We will indicate which axes we are considering by including the appropriate
superscript on the cross section  and the jet function Gk.
In the rest of this paper we will focus on the jet, and therefore denote the parton that
initiates it with i, rather than k. We note that eq. (2.1) is simply a more dierential version
of the factorization for inclusive jet production [49{51], since integrating our jet function
over ~k? yields the semi-inclusive jet function Ji of ref. [50]Z
d2~k? Gi(z; k?; pTR;) = Ji(z; pTR;) : (2.2)
We will exploit this sum rule to factor out the jet production from the jet measurement [16,
49], writing:













The coecient Jij is akin to a jet avor-tagged fragmentation function: it describes how
a parton of avor i fragments into a jet of radius R of avor j. Note that this is not a
factorization of physics at dierent scales, and requires keeping track of the jet avor j. As









Jij(z; pTR;) = Ji(z; pTR;) ; (2.4)
which are sucient to determine Jij and ~Gj from the full expressions for Gi and Ji. To the








(k2?) + (1  z)Gi(k?; pTR;) ; (2.5)
reporting only on the (simpler) Gi. This equation denes the function Gi. Note that
we do not need any avor indicies on the (k2?) term.
The natural scales of the ingredients in eq. (2.1) are the same as for inclusive jet
production
f  QCD ; H  pT ; G  pTR ; (2.6)















0)Gj(z0; k?; pTR;) ; (2.7)
to evolve the jet function G from the jet scale G to the hard scale H. The splitting
functions Pji are at one-loop order given in eq. (A.1).
If k?  pTR, there are no additional logarithms to resum as G involves a single
scale. In this case one simply has to calculate G for the angle between each pair of axes.
However, these distributions are in fact dominated by k?  pTR, in which case G contains
two hierarchical scales and needs to be factorized. We will outline this below for each of
the angles, relegating much of the details to subsequent sections. To keep the discussion
concise, we have focused on the mode structure contributing to each factorization formula
we present, which dictates its form. For an introduction to factorization within the SCET
formalism, we refer the reader to refs. [55, 56]. For specic examples in the literature on the
technical derivation of the factorized cross section for jet observables from the underlying
modes of the eective theory, see e.g. refs. [12, 57{61].
2.2 Angle between the standard and WTA axis
We start with a leading logarithmic (LL) analysis of the angle between the standard and
WTA axes using the Lund diagram [62] shown in the left panel of gure 2. The horizon-
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Figure 2. Lund diagrams for the angle between the standard and the WTA axis (left) and the
groomed and the WTA axis (right). The modes that appear in the factorization for these two
observables are indicated with red dots, whose parametric scaling can be read o from this diagram.
emissions in the jet. By using the indicated logarithmic coordinates, emissions have a uni-
form emission probability at LL accuracy, allowing one to directly determine the Sudakov
factor from the area of the region where emissions are not allowed. In this LL picture
the WTA axis is along the single hard parton in the jet, and the oset of the ST axis
is due to the transverse momentum k? of the dominant emission. Thus cutting on the
transverse momentum k? < kc? prohibits emissions in the red region. This leads to the





















This is dierential in ~k?, and the color factor Ci = CF (CA) for i = q (i = g).
Extending this analysis beyond LL using SCET, the corners of this region correspond
to the degrees of freedom (or modes) in SCET, as encoded in the factorization of ~G in the




























The WTA axis is only sensitive to collinear radiation inside the jet, and the argument
k0? of the collinear function Ci simply encodes the angle of the WTA axis with respect
to the initial collinear parton. The ST axis is along the total jet momentum, so the
collinear and soft radiation inside the jet must balance each other, ~k?;c + ~k?;s = 0 (see
e.g. gure 2 of ref. [16]). Consequently, the oset of the initial collinear parton with






Mode: Scaling (np; np; p?)
hard pT (1; R
2; R)
collinear (pT ; k
2
?=pT ; k?)
soft k?=R(1; R2; R)
Table 1. For the angle between the ST and WTA axis, the modes that enter in the factorization
of the jet function G are listed above.
and ~k? = ~k0? + ~k?;s. Because only soft radiation inside the jet contributes to k?;s, and
radiation outside the jet is completely unconstrained, non-global logarithms [35] appear.
The function SNGi encodes the leading non-global logarithms, which in the small R limit
are the same as for the hemisphere soft function in e+e  [63]. This is the reason why
eq. (2.9) is limited to NLL0 accuracy. The hard function ~Hi in eq. (2.9) describes collinear
radiation with energies pT at angles of order R. Such emissions are not allowed inside the
jet, since they would displace the WTA axis but not the ST axis, leading to k?  pTR.
Following eq. (2.3), we have removed the contribution from jet production, i.e. this is the
factorization for ~G not G.
The power counting of the modes that underpin the factorization in eq. (2.9) are
summarized in table 1, in terms of light-cone coordinates






+ p? ; (2.10)
where n = (1; 0; 0; 1) is along the jet axis, n = (1; 0; 0; 1), and p? denotes the transverse
components. The corresponding scales are2
H = pTR ; C = k? ; S = k? ;
C = 2pT ; S = 2k?=R ; (2.11)
where  corresponds to invariant mass scales and  to rapidity scales. By evaluating each





































~k?   ~k0?; )SGi (k0?; ; R) ; (2.12)
2In our numerical implementation we choose scales in terms of the impact parameter b?, instead of its
Fourier conjugate to k?, to avoid a well-known problem in transverse momentum resummation [64]. See






Mode: Scaling (np; np; p?)
hard pT (1; R
2; R)
soft zcutpT (1; R
2; R)
collinear (pT ; k
2
?=pT ; k?)





  ; k2?=a; k?)
Table 2. For the angle between the GR and WTA axis, the modes that enter in the factorization
of the jet function G when k?  zcutpTR are listed above.
we resum the global logarithms of k?=(pTR). The anomalous dimensions are collected in
appendix A.
2.3 Angle between the groomed and WTA axis
We start by briey reviewing the soft drop grooming procedure [4]. First, the identied jets
are reclustered with the Cambridge/Aachen (C/A) algorithm [65, 66]. The C/A cluster-
ing metric only depends on the geometric distance between particles in the - plane and
yields a jet with an angular ordered clustering tree. Second, the obtained jets are declus-










Soft branches that fail this criterion are removed from the jet. Here, the pT;i denote the
transverse momenta of the two branches and R12 denotes their geometric distance in
the - plane. The soft threshold parameter zcut and the angular exponent  are free
parameters that determine how aggressively the grooming algorithm removes soft radia-
tion from the jet. For  = 0, the soft drop criterion reduces to the modied mass drop
tagger (mMDT) of ref. [67]. The groomed radius Rg = R12 is determined by the geo-
metric distance between the two branches that satisfy the soft drop criterion, after which
the soft drop procedure terminates. See refs. [68{74] for experimental measurements of
groomed jet substructure observables. Related recent theoretical calculations of groomed
jet substructure observables can be found in refs. [75{89].
For the angle between the groomed and WTA axis, we will again start with a LL
analysis, using the Lund planes shown in gure 2. Soft drop removes wide-angle soft
radiation in a jet, so the dominant emission that sets k? must now pass the soft-drop
grooming condition, z > zcut(=R)
 , shown in the right panel. This leads to
~GGR;WTAi
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Note that if k? > zcutpTR the soft-drop grooming condition is always satised and the







Extending our analysis beyond LL accuracy, if k?  zcutpTR, the transverse momen-
tum of the radiation that is removed by grooming is negligible compared to the measured
k?, and the formula for the cross section is the same as in eq. (2.9). We will therefore focus
on the case k?  zcutpTR, and interpolate between these regimes in our numerical results.3
The modes in SCET correspond to the red dots at the corners of the blue region in the
Lund plane and are summarized in table 2. The factorization formula for ~G is given by
~GGR;WTAi
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The hard and collinear radiation are unaected by the grooming and the corresponding
functions are thus the same as in eq. (2.9). The collinear-soft function Si describes the
contribution from collinear-soft radiation that passes the grooming condition to the angle
between the jet axes. The soft function S =2gri encodes the wide-angle soft radiation, which
is always groomed away, and therefore does not aect the shape of the k? distribution but
only the total rate. In this case non-global logarithms arise because the hard mode and
soft mode have the same angular scale, but the soft radiation inside the jet must be much
less energetic in order to fail the grooming condition. Fortunately, the leading NGLs are
again described by the same function as in eq. (2.9), but now with zcut as argument.
By evaluating each function in eq. (2.15) at its natural scale
H = pTR ; S =2gr = zcutpTR ; C = k? ; S = k? ;










and evolving them to a common  and  scale, the global logarithms of k?=(pTR) and zcut





S =2gri (zcutpTR; ; ) = 
S =2gr
i (zcutpTR; ; )S
=2gr













~k?   ~k0?; )Si(k0?; pTR; zcut; ; ; =pT ) :
2.4 Angle between the standard and groomed axis
The factorization structure for the angle between the standard and groomed jet axis is
rather dierent. Since collinear radiation is never groomed away, this observable is highly
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<latexit sha1_base64="E0nrPrhpoDraKEjpavk9HQXfg5k=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUfHkZTAInsKuCOYiBLx4jJAXJGGZnXSSIbO7w0yvEJfgt3jwouLV7/Do3zhJ9qCJBQ1FVTfdXYGSwqDrfju5tfWNza38dmFnd2//oHh41DRxojk0eCxj3Q6YASkiaKBACW2lgYWBhFYwvp35rQfQRsRRHScKeiEbRmIgOEMr+cWTsd9VoNUNfaTKr9MujgCZXyy5ZXcOukq8jJRIhppf/Or2Y56EECGXzJiO5yrspUyj4BKmhW5iQDE+ZkPoWBqxEEwvnZ8/pedW6dNBrG1FSOfq74mUhcZMwsB2hgxHZtmbif95nQQHlV4qIpUgRHyxaJBIijGdZUH7QgNHObGEcS3srZSPmGYcbWI2A2/541XSvCx7btm7vypVK1kaeXJKzsgF8cg1qZI7UiMNwklKnskreXOenBfn3flYtOacbOaY/IHz+QO2+pTs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="E0nrPrhpoDraKEjpavk9HQXfg5k=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUfHkZTAInsKuCOYiBLx4jJAXJGGZnXSSIbO7w0yvEJfgt3jwouLV7/Do3zhJ9qCJBQ1FVTfdXYGSwqDrfju5tfWNza38dmFnd2//oHh41DRxojk0eCxj3Q6YASkiaKBACW2lgYWBhFYwvp35rQfQRsRRHScKeiEbRmIgOEMr+cWTsd9VoNUNfaTKr9MujgCZXyy5ZXcOukq8jJRIhppf/Or2Y56EECGXzJiO5yrspUyj4BKmhW5iQDE+ZkPoWBqxEEwvnZ8/pedW6dNBrG1FSOfq74mUhcZMwsB2hgxHZtmbif95nQQHlV4qIpUgRHyxaJBIijGdZUH7QgNHObGEcS3srZSPmGYcbWI2A2/541XSvCx7btm7vypVK1kaeXJKzsgF8cg1qZI7UiMNwklKnskreXOenBfn3flYtOacbOaY/IHz+QO2+pTs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="E0nrPrhpoDraKEjpavk9HQXfg5k=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUfHkZTAInsKuCOYiBLx4jJAXJGGZnXSSIbO7w0yvEJfgt3jwouLV7/Do3zhJ9qCJBQ1FVTfdXYGSwqDrfju5tfWNza38dmFnd2//oHh41DRxojk0eCxj3Q6YASkiaKBACW2lgYWBhFYwvp35rQfQRsRRHScKeiEbRmIgOEMr+cWTsd9VoNUNfaTKr9MujgCZXyy5ZXcOukq8jJRIhppf/Or2Y56EECGXzJiO5yrspUyj4BKmhW5iQDE+ZkPoWBqxEEwvnZ8/pedW6dNBrG1FSOfq74mUhcZMwsB2hgxHZtmbif95nQQHlV4qIpUgRHyxaJBIijGdZUH7QgNHObGEcS3srZSPmGYcbWI2A2/541XSvCx7btm7vypVK1kaeXJKzsgF8cg1qZI7UiMNwklKnskreXOenBfn3flYtOacbOaY/IHz+QO2+pTs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WUiD0YgavyC/AgS+PaYWHeNAMu0=">AAAB2HicbZBLSwMxFIXv1FetVevaTbAIrsqMG10KblxWsA9oh5LJ3GlDM5khuVMoQ/+A4Erxf7n035g+Ftp6IPBxTkLuPVGupCXf//Yqe/sHh0fV49pJvXZ6dt6od21WGIEdkanM9CNuUUmNHZKksJ8b5GmksBdNH5d5b4bGyky/0DzHMOVjLRMpODmrPWo0/Za/EtuFYANN2GjU+BrGmShS1CQUt3YQ+DmFJTckhcJFbVhYzLmY8jEOHGqeog3L1ZgLdu2cmCWZcUcTW7m/X5Q8tXaeRu5mymlit7Ol+V82KCi5D0up84JQi/VHSaEYZWy5M4ulQUFq7oALI92sTEy44YJcM66CYHvhXejetgK/FTz7UIVLuIIbCOAOHuAJ2tABATG8wrs39t68j3VVFW/T2QX8kff5A7driik=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bb1Gq0ybVs6rAN37OctJtOFnE2w=">AAAB8nicbZBLSwMxFIXv+La+RsGVm6AIrsqMG90IghuXCn1BW4ZMeseGZmZCckeoQ/G3uHCj4n9x6b8xfSy09UDg45yEe3NiraSlIPj2lpZXVtfWNzYrW9s7u3v+/nbD5oURWBe5yk0r5haVzLBOkhS2tEGexgqb8eBmnDcf0ViZZzUaauym/CGTiRScnBX5h4Ooo9HoK/bEdFRjHeoj8cg/CarBRGwRwhmcwEx3kf/V6eWiSDEjobi17TDQ1C25ISkUjiqdwqLmYsAfsO0w4ynabjlZf8ROndNjSW7cyYhN3N8vSp5aO0xjdzPl1Lfz2dj8L2sXlFx2S5npgjAT00FJoRjlbNwF60mDgtTQARdGul2Z6HPDBbnGXAfh/I8XoXFeDYNqeB/ABhzBMZxBCBdwDbdwB3UQUMILvMG79+y9eh/Ttpa8WW0H8Efe5w9RgpOO</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bb1Gq0ybVs6rAN37OctJtOFnE2w=">AAAB8nicbZBLSwMxFIXv+La+RsGVm6AIrsqMG90IghuXCn1BW4ZMeseGZmZCckeoQ/G3uHCj4n9x6b8xfSy09UDg45yEe3NiraSlIPj2lpZXVtfWNzYrW9s7u3v+/nbD5oURWBe5yk0r5haVzLBOkhS2tEGexgqb8eBmnDcf0ViZZzUaauym/CGTiRScnBX5h4Ooo9HoK/bEdFRjHeoj8cg/CarBRGwRwhmcwEx3kf/V6eWiSDEjobi17TDQ1C25ISkUjiqdwqLmYsAfsO0w4ynabjlZf8ROndNjSW7cyYhN3N8vSp5aO0xjdzPl1Lfz2dj8L2sXlFx2S5npgjAT00FJoRjlbNwF60mDgtTQARdGul2Z6HPDBbnGXAfh/I8XoXFeDYNqeB/ABhzBMZxBCBdwDbdwB3UQUMILvMG79+y9eh/Ttpa8WW0H8Efe5w9RgpOO</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="giCmyHAOJTxXNKPI5TS7us8iD88=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUfHkZTAInsKuF3MRAl48RshDSJZldtKbDJndHWZ6hbgEv8WDFxWvfodH/8bJ46CJBQ1FVTfdXaGSwqDrfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41DZppjm0eCpTfR8yA1Ik0EKBEu6VBhaHEjrh6Gbqdx5AG5EmTRwr8GM2SEQkOEMrBeWTUdBToNU1faQqaNIeDgFZUK64VXcGukq8BamQBRpB+avXT3kWQ4JcMmO6nqvQz5lGwSVMSr3MgGJ8xAbQtTRhMRg/n50/oedW6dMo1bYSpDP190TOYmPGcWg7Y4ZDs+xNxf+8boZRzc9FojKEhM8XRZmkmNJpFrQvNHCUY0sY18LeSvmQacbRJmYz8JY/XiXty6rnVr07t1KvLdIoklNyRi6IR65IndySBmkRTnLyTF7Jm/PkvDjvzse8teAsZo7JHzifP7W6lOg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="E0nrPrhpoDraKEjpavk9HQXfg5k=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUfHkZTAInsKuCOYiBLx4jJAXJGGZnXSSIbO7w0yvEJfgt3jwouLV7/Do3zhJ9qCJBQ1FVTfdXYGSwqDrfju5tfWNza38dmFnd2//oHh41DRxojk0eCxj3Q6YASkiaKBACW2lgYWBhFYwvp35rQfQRsRRHScKeiEbRmIgOEMr+cWTsd9VoNUNfaTKr9MujgCZXyy5ZXcOukq8jJRIhppf/Or2Y56EECGXzJiO5yrspUyj4BKmhW5iQDE+ZkPoWBqxEEwvnZ8/pedW6dNBrG1FSOfq74mUhcZMwsB2hgxHZtmbif95nQQHlV4qIpUgRHyxaJBIijGdZUH7QgNHObGEcS3srZSPmGYcbWI2A2/541XSvCx7btm7vypVK1kaeXJKzsgF8cg1qZI7UiMNwklKnskreXOenBfn3flYtOacbOaY/IHz+QO2+pTs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="E0nrPrhpoDraKEjpavk9HQXfg5k=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUfHkZTAInsKuCOYiBLx4jJAXJGGZnXSSIbO7w0yvEJfgt3jwouLV7/Do3zhJ9qCJBQ1FVTfdXYGSwqDrfju5tfWNza38dmFnd2//oHh41DRxojk0eCxj3Q6YASkiaKBACW2lgYWBhFYwvp35rQfQRsRRHScKeiEbRmIgOEMr+cWTsd9VoNUNfaTKr9MujgCZXyy5ZXcOukq8jJRIhppf/Or2Y56EECGXzJiO5yrspUyj4BKmhW5iQDE+ZkPoWBqxEEwvnZ8/pedW6dNBrG1FSOfq74mUhcZMwsB2hgxHZtmbif95nQQHlV4qIpUgRHyxaJBIijGdZUH7QgNHObGEcS3srZSPmGYcbWI2A2/541XSvCx7btm7vypVK1kaeXJKzsgF8cg1qZI7UiMNwklKnskreXOenBfn3flYtOacbOaY/IHz+QO2+pTs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="E0nrPrhpoDraKEjpavk9HQXfg5k=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUfHkZTAInsKuCOYiBLx4jJAXJGGZnXSSIbO7w0yvEJfgt3jwouLV7/Do3zhJ9qCJBQ1FVTfdXYGSwqDrfju5tfWNza38dmFnd2//oHh41DRxojk0eCxj3Q6YASkiaKBACW2lgYWBhFYwvp35rQfQRsRRHScKeiEbRmIgOEMr+cWTsd9VoNUNfaTKr9MujgCZXyy5ZXcOukq8jJRIhppf/Or2Y56EECGXzJiO5yrspUyj4BKmhW5iQDE+ZkPoWBqxEEwvnZ8/pedW6dNBrG1FSOfq74mUhcZMwsB2hgxHZtmbif95nQQHlV4qIpUgRHyxaJBIijGdZUH7QgNHObGEcS3srZSPmGYcbWI2A2/541XSvCx7btm7vypVK1kaeXJKzsgF8cg1qZI7UiMNwklKnskreXOenBfn3flYtOacbOaY/IHz+QO2+pTs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="E0nrPrhpoDraKEjpavk9HQXfg5k=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUfHkZTAInsKuCOYiBLx4jJAXJGGZnXSSIbO7w0yvEJfgt3jwouLV7/Do3zhJ9qCJBQ1FVTfdXYGSwqDrfju5tfWNza38dmFnd2//oHh41DRxojk0eCxj3Q6YASkiaKBACW2lgYWBhFYwvp35rQfQRsRRHScKeiEbRmIgOEMr+cWTsd9VoNUNfaTKr9MujgCZXyy5ZXcOukq8jJRIhppf/Or2Y56EECGXzJiO5yrspUyj4BKmhW5iQDE+ZkPoWBqxEEwvnZ8/pedW6dNBrG1FSOfq74mUhcZMwsB2hgxHZtmbif95nQQHlV4qIpUgRHyxaJBIijGdZUH7QgNHObGEcS3srZSPmGYcbWI2A2/541XSvCx7btm7vypVK1kaeXJKzsgF8cg1qZI7UiMNwklKnskreXOenBfn3flYtOacbOaY/IHz+QO2+pTs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="E0nrPrhpoDraKEjpavk9HQXfg5k=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUfHkZTAInsKuCOYiBLx4jJAXJGGZnXSSIbO7w0yvEJfgt3jwouLV7/Do3zhJ9qCJBQ1FVTfdXYGSwqDrfju5tfWNza38dmFnd2//oHh41DRxojk0eCxj3Q6YASkiaKBACW2lgYWBhFYwvp35rQfQRsRRHScKeiEbRmIgOEMr+cWTsd9VoNUNfaTKr9MujgCZXyy5ZXcOukq8jJRIhppf/Or2Y56EECGXzJiO5yrspUyj4BKmhW5iQDE+ZkPoWBqxEEwvnZ8/pedW6dNBrG1FSOfq74mUhcZMwsB2hgxHZtmbif95nQQHlV4qIpUgRHyxaJBIijGdZUH7QgNHObGEcS3srZSPmGYcbWI2A2/541XSvCx7btm7vypVK1kaeXJKzsgF8cg1qZI7UiMNwklKnskreXOenBfn3flYtOacbOaY/IHz+QO2+pTs</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="E0nrPrhpoDraKEjpavk9HQXfg5k=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUfHkZTAInsKuCOYiBLx4jJAXJGGZnXSSIbO7w0yvEJfgt3jwouLV7/Do3zhJ9qCJBQ1FVTfdXYGSwqDrfju5tfWNza38dmFnd2//oHh41DRxojk0eCxj3Q6YASkiaKBACW2lgYWBhFYwvp35rQfQRsRRHScKeiEbRmIgOEMr+cWTsd9VoNUNfaTKr9MujgCZXyy5ZXcOukq8jJRIhppf/Or2Y56EECGXzJiO5yrspUyj4BKmhW5iQDE+ZkPoWBqxEEwvnZ8/pedW6dNBrG1FSOfq74mUhcZMwsB2hgxHZtmbif95nQQHlV4qIpUgRHyxaJBIijGdZUH7QgNHObGEcS3srZSPmGYcbWI2A2/541XSvCx7btm7vypVK1kaeXJKzsgF8cg1qZI7UiMNwklKnskreXOenBfn3flYtOacbOaY/IHz+QO2+pTs</latexit>
θ = Rg
<latexit sha1_base64="19SE2wwRQKVuB0Pm00VfmyOlF9k=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsBeh4MVjFfuBbSib7aZdutmE3YlQQv+FBy8qXv03Hv03btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYkUBl332ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlolTzXiTxTLWnYAaLoXiTRQoeSfRnEaB5O1gfDPz209cGxGrB5wk3I/oUIlQMIpWeuzhiCO9vu8P++WKW3XnIKvEy0kFcjT65a/eIGZpxBUySY3pem6CfkY1Cib5tNRLDU8oG9Mh71qqaMSNn80vnpIzqwxIGGtbCslc/T2R0ciYSRTYzojiyCx7M/E/r5tiWPMzoZIUuWKLRWEqCcZk9j4ZCM0ZyokllGlhbyVsRDVlaEOyGXjLH6+S1kXVc6ve3WWlXsvTKMIJnMI5eHAFdbiFBjSBgYJneIU3RzsvzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDvv+Qiw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="19SE2wwRQKVuB0Pm00VfmyOlF9k=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsBeh4MVjFfuBbSib7aZdutmE3YlQQv+FBy8qXv03Hv03btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYkUBl332ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlolTzXiTxTLWnYAaLoXiTRQoeSfRnEaB5O1gfDPz209cGxGrB5wk3I/oUIlQMIpWeuzhiCO9vu8P++WKW3XnIKvEy0kFcjT65a/eIGZpxBUySY3pem6CfkY1Cib5tNRLDU8oG9Mh71qqaMSNn80vnpIzqwxIGGtbCslc/T2R0ciYSRTYzojiyCx7M/E/r5tiWPMzoZIUuWKLRWEqCcZk9j4ZCM0ZyokllGlhbyVsRDVlaEOyGXjLH6+S1kXVc6ve3WWlXsvTKMIJnMI5eHAFdbiFBjSBgYJneIU3RzsvzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDvv+Qiw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="19SE2wwRQKVuB0Pm00VfmyOlF9k=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsBeh4MVjFfuBbSib7aZdutmE3YlQQv+FBy8qXv03Hv03btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYkUBl332ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlolTzXiTxTLWnYAaLoXiTRQoeSfRnEaB5O1gfDPz209cGxGrB5wk3I/oUIlQMIpWeuzhiCO9vu8P++WKW3XnIKvEy0kFcjT65a/eIGZpxBUySY3pem6CfkY1Cib5tNRLDU8oG9Mh71qqaMSNn80vnpIzqwxIGGtbCslc/T2R0ciYSRTYzojiyCx7M/E/r5tiWPMzoZIUuWKLRWEqCcZk9j4ZCM0ZyokllGlhbyVsRDVlaEOyGXjLH6+S1kXVc6ve3WWlXsvTKMIJnMI5eHAFdbiFBjSBgYJneIU3RzsvzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDvv+Qiw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="19SE2wwRQKVuB0Pm00VfmyOlF9k=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsBeh4MVjFfuBbSib7aZdutmE3YlQQv+FBy8qXv03Hv03btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYkUBl332ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlolTzXiTxTLWnYAaLoXiTRQoeSfRnEaB5O1gfDPz209cGxGrB5wk3I/oUIlQMIpWeuzhiCO9vu8P++WKW3XnIKvEy0kFcjT65a/eIGZpxBUySY3pem6CfkY1Cib5tNRLDU8oG9Mh71qqaMSNn80vnpIzqwxIGGtbCslc/T2R0ciYSRTYzojiyCx7M/E/r5tiWPMzoZIUuWKLRWEqCcZk9j4ZCM0ZyokllGlhbyVsRDVlaEOyGXjLH6+S1kXVc6ve3WWlXsvTKMIJnMI5eHAFdbiFBjSBgYJneIU3RzsvzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDvv+Qiw==</latexit>
H<latexit sha1_base64="jKeuyoFvbEBMqBhxHgz173KBaQw=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeilx5bsB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Bd48KLi1Z/k0X/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4Wt7Z3dveJ+6eDw6PikfHrW0XGqGLZZLGLVC6hGwSW2DTcCe4lCGgUCu8H0YeF3n1BpHstHM0vQj+hY8pAzaqzUagzLFbfqLkE2iZeTCuRoDstfg1HM0gilYYJq3ffcxPgZVYYzgfPSINWYUDalY+xbKmmE2s+Wh87JlVVGJIyVLWnIUv09kdFI61kU2M6Imole9xbif14/NeGdn3GZpAYlWy0KU0FMTBZfkxFXyIyYWUKZ4vZWwiZUUWZsNjYDb/3jTdK5qXpu1WvdVur3eRpFuIBLuAYPalCHBjShDQwQnuEV3hzuvDjvzseqteDkM+fwB87nDxrTjLw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jKeuyoFvbEBMqBhxHgz173KBaQw=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeilx5bsB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Bd48KLi1Z/k0X/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4Wt7Z3dveJ+6eDw6PikfHrW0XGqGLZZLGLVC6hGwSW2DTcCe4lCGgUCu8H0YeF3n1BpHstHM0vQj+hY8pAzaqzUagzLFbfqLkE2iZeTCuRoDstfg1HM0gilYYJq3ffcxPgZVYYzgfPSINWYUDalY+xbKmmE2s+Wh87JlVVGJIyVLWnIUv09kdFI61kU2M6Imole9xbif14/NeGdn3GZpAYlWy0KU0FMTBZfkxFXyIyYWUKZ4vZWwiZUUWZsNjYDb/3jTdK5qXpu1WvdVur3eRpFuIBLuAYPalCHBjShDQwQnuEV3hzuvDjvzseqteDkM+fwB87nDxrTjLw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jKeuyoFvbEBMqBhxHgz173KBaQw=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeilx5bsB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Bd48KLi1Z/k0X/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4Wt7Z3dveJ+6eDw6PikfHrW0XGqGLZZLGLVC6hGwSW2DTcCe4lCGgUCu8H0YeF3n1BpHstHM0vQj+hY8pAzaqzUagzLFbfqLkE2iZeTCuRoDstfg1HM0gilYYJq3ffcxPgZVYYzgfPSINWYUDalY+xbKmmE2s+Wh87JlVVGJIyVLWnIUv09kdFI61kU2M6Imole9xbif14/NeGdn3GZpAYlWy0KU0FMTBZfkxFXyIyYWUKZ4vZWwiZUUWZsNjYDb/3jTdK5qXpu1WvdVur3eRpFuIBLuAYPalCHBjShDQwQnuEV3hzuvDjvzseqteDkM+fwB87nDxrTjLw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WUiD0YgavyC/AgS+PaYWHeNAMu0=">AAAB2HicbZBLSwMxFIXv1FetVevaTbAIrsqMG10KblxWsA9oh5LJ3GlDM5khuVMoQ/+A4Erxf7n035g+Ftp6IPBxTkLuPVGupCXf//Yqe/sHh0fV49pJvXZ6dt6od21WGIEdkanM9CNuUUmNHZKksJ8b5GmksBdNH5d5b4bGyky/0DzHMOVjLRMpODmrPWo0/Za/EtuFYANN2GjU+BrGmShS1CQUt3YQ+DmFJTckhcJFbVhYzLmY8jEOHGqeog3L1ZgLdu2cmCWZcUcTW7m/X5Q8tXaeRu5mymlit7Ol+V82KCi5D0up84JQi/VHSaEYZWy5M4ulQUFq7oALI92sTEy44YJcM66CYHvhXejetgK/FTz7UIVLuIIbCOAOHuAJ2tABATG8wrs39t68j3VVFW/T2QX8kff5A7driik=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+Nm2b8WJzt22Xzs0OMVyB6IRKDs=">AAAB3HicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L9aq1a3boJFcFVm3OhScNNlC7YV2qFk0jttaCYzJHeEMvQJXLhR8bVc+jamPwttPRD4OCch954oU9KS7397pZ3dvf2D8mHlqHp8clo7q3ZtmhuBHZGq1DxF3KKSGjskSeFTZpAnkcJeNH1Y5L1nNFam+pFmGYYJH2sZS8HJWe3msFb3G/5SbBuCNdRhrdaw9jUYpSJPUJNQ3Np+4GcUFtyQFArnlUFuMeNiysfYd6h5gjYsloPO2ZVzRixOjTua2NL9/aLgibWzJHI3E04Tu5ktzP+yfk7xXVhIneWEWqw+inPFKGWLrdlIGhSkZg64MNLNysSEGy7IdeM6CDY33obuTSPwG0HbhzJcwCVcQwC3cA9NaEEHBCC8wBu8e9J79T5WbZW8dW3n8Efe5w8I44tq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+Nm2b8WJzt22Xzs0OMVyB6IRKDs=">AAAB3HicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L9aq1a3boJFcFVm3OhScNNlC7YV2qFk0jttaCYzJHeEMvQJXLhR8bVc+jamPwttPRD4OCch954oU9KS7397pZ3dvf2D8mHlqHp8clo7q3ZtmhuBHZGq1DxF3KKSGjskSeFTZpAnkcJeNH1Y5L1nNFam+pFmGYYJH2sZS8HJWe3msFb3G/5SbBuCNdRhrdaw9jUYpSJPUJNQ3Np+4GcUFtyQFArnlUFuMeNiysfYd6h5gjYsloPO2ZVzRixOjTua2NL9/aLgibWzJHI3E04Tu5ktzP+yfk7xXVhIneWEWqw+inPFKGWLrdlIGhSkZg64MNLNysSEGy7IdeM6CDY33obuTSPwG0HbhzJcwCVcQwC3cA9NaEEHBCC8wBu8e9J79T5WbZW8dW3n8Efe5w8I44tq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+2t9u4a+Wn97c/gnXpWhPgErWsc=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m86LHopccW7Ae0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QUevKh49Sd59N+4TXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJIJr47rfTmlre2d3r7xfOTg8Oj6pnp51dZwqhh0Wi1j1A6pRcIkdw43AfqKQRoHAXjB7WPq9J1Sax/LRzBP0IzqRPOSMGiu1m6Nqza27Ocgm8QpSgwKtUfVrOI5ZGqE0TFCtB56bGD+jynAmcFEZphoTymZ0ggNLJY1Q+1l+6IJcWWVMwljZkobk6u+JjEZaz6PAdkbUTPW6txT/8wapCe/8jMskNSjZalGYCmJisvyajLlCZsTcEsoUt7cSNqWKMmOzsRl46x9vku5N3XPrXtutNe6LNMpwAZdwDR7cQgOa0IIOMEB4hld4c7jz4rw7H6vWklPMnMMfOJ8/GZOMuA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jKeuyoFvbEBMqBhxHgz173KBaQw=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeilx5bsB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Bd48KLi1Z/k0X/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4Wt7Z3dveJ+6eDw6PikfHrW0XGqGLZZLGLVC6hGwSW2DTcCe4lCGgUCu8H0YeF3n1BpHstHM0vQj+hY8pAzaqzUagzLFbfqLkE2iZeTCuRoDstfg1HM0gilYYJq3ffcxPgZVYYzgfPSINWYUDalY+xbKmmE2s+Wh87JlVVGJIyVLWnIUv09kdFI61kU2M6Imole9xbif14/NeGdn3GZpAYlWy0KU0FMTBZfkxFXyIyYWUKZ4vZWwiZUUWZsNjYDb/3jTdK5qXpu1WvdVur3eRpFuIBLuAYPalCHBjShDQwQnuEV3hzuvDjvzseqteDkM+fwB87nDxrTjLw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jKeuyoFvbEBMqBhxHgz173KBaQw=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeilx5bsB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Bd48KLi1Z/k0X/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4Wt7Z3dveJ+6eDw6PikfHrW0XGqGLZZLGLVC6hGwSW2DTcCe4lCGgUCu8H0YeF3n1BpHstHM0vQj+hY8pAzaqzUagzLFbfqLkE2iZeTCuRoDstfg1HM0gilYYJq3ffcxPgZVYYzgfPSINWYUDalY+xbKmmE2s+Wh87JlVVGJIyVLWnIUv09kdFI61kU2M6Imole9xbif14/NeGdn3GZpAYlWy0KU0FMTBZfkxFXyIyYWUKZ4vZWwiZUUWZsNjYDb/3jTdK5qXpu1WvdVur3eRpFuIBLuAYPalCHBjShDQwQnuEV3hzuvDjvzseqteDkM+fwB87nDxrTjLw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jKeuyoFvbEBMqBhxHgz173KBaQw=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeilx5bsB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Bd48KLi1Z/k0X/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4Wt7Z3dveJ+6eDw6PikfHrW0XGqGLZZLGLVC6hGwSW2DTcCe4lCGgUCu8H0YeF3n1BpHstHM0vQj+hY8pAzaqzUagzLFbfqLkE2iZeTCuRoDstfg1HM0gilYYJq3ffcxPgZVYYzgfPSINWYUDalY+xbKmmE2s+Wh87JlVVGJIyVLWnIUv09kdFI61kU2M6Imole9xbif14/NeGdn3GZpAYlWy0KU0FMTBZfkxFXyIyYWUKZ4vZWwiZUUWZsNjYDb/3jTdK5qXpu1WvdVur3eRpFuIBLuAYPalCHBjShDQwQnuEV3hzuvDjvzseqteDkM+fwB87nDxrTjLw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jKeuyoFvbEBMqBhxHgz173KBaQw=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeilx5bsB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Bd48KLi1Z/k0X/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4Wt7Z3dveJ+6eDw6PikfHrW0XGqGLZZLGLVC6hGwSW2DTcCe4lCGgUCu8H0YeF3n1BpHstHM0vQj+hY8pAzaqzUagzLFbfqLkE2iZeTCuRoDstfg1HM0gilYYJq3ffcxPgZVYYzgfPSINWYUDalY+xbKmmE2s+Wh87JlVVGJIyVLWnIUv09kdFI61kU2M6Imole9xbif14/NeGdn3GZpAYlWy0KU0FMTBZfkxFXyIyYWUKZ4vZWwiZUUWZsNjYDb/3jTdK5qXpu1WvdVur3eRpFuIBLuAYPalCHBjShDQwQnuEV3hzuvDjvzseqteDkM+fwB87nDxrTjLw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jKeuyoFvbEBMqBhxHgz173KBaQw=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeilx5bsB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Bd48KLi1Z/k0X/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4Wt7Z3dveJ+6eDw6PikfHrW0XGqGLZZLGLVC6hGwSW2DTcCe4lCGgUCu8H0YeF3n1BpHstHM0vQj+hY8pAzaqzUagzLFbfqLkE2iZeTCuRoDstfg1HM0gilYYJq3ffcxPgZVYYzgfPSINWYUDalY+xbKmmE2s+Wh87JlVVGJIyVLWnIUv09kdFI61kU2M6Imole9xbif14/NeGdn3GZpAYlWy0KU0FMTBZfkxFXyIyYWUKZ4vZWwiZUUWZsNjYDb/3jTdK5qXpu1WvdVur3eRpFuIBLuAYPalCHBjShDQwQnuEV3hzuvDjvzseqteDkM+fwB87nDxrTjLw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jKeuyoFvbEBMqBhxHgz173KBaQw=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeilx5bsB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Bd48KLi1Z/k0X/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4Wt7Z3dveJ+6eDw6PikfHrW0XGqGLZZLGLVC6hGwSW2DTcCe4lCGgUCu8H0YeF3n1BpHstHM0vQj+hY8pAzaqzUagzLFbfqLkE2iZeTCuRoDstfg1HM0gilYYJq3ffcxPgZVYYzgfPSINWYUDalY+xbKmmE2s+Wh87JlVVGJIyVLWnIUv09kdFI61kU2M6Imole9xbif14/NeGdn3GZpAYlWy0KU0FMTBZfkxFXyIyYWUKZ4vZWwiZUUWZsNjYDb/3jTdK5qXpu1WvdVur3eRpFuIBLuAYPalCHBjShDQwQnuEV3hzuvDjvzseqteDkM+fwB87nDxrTjLw=</latexit>
SG
<latexit sha1_base64="NouqowHdO2qbbC+8O2gefmnR00E=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRgx4rtR/QxrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Cd48KLi1V/k0X/jts1Bqw8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LpfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x+0TJxqxpsslrHuBNRwKRRvokDJO4nmNAokbwfj65nffuTaiFjd4yThfkSHSoSCUbRSo/Fw0y9X3Ko7B/lLvJxUIEe9X/7sDWKWRlwhk9SYrucm6GdUo2CST0u91PCEsjEd8q6likbc+Nn81Ck5scqAhLG2pZDM1Z8TGY2MmUSB7YwojsyyNxP/87ophpd+JlSSIldssShMJcGYzP4mA6E5QzmxhDIt7K2EjaimDG06NgNv+eO/pHVW9dyqd3deqV3laRThCI7hFDy4gBrcQh2awGAIT/ACr87YeXbenPdFa8HJZw7hF5yPb2++jYA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NouqowHdO2qbbC+8O2gefmnR00E=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRgx4rtR/QxrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Cd48KLi1V/k0X/jts1Bqw8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LpfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x+0TJxqxpsslrHuBNRwKRRvokDJO4nmNAokbwfj65nffuTaiFjd4yThfkSHSoSCUbRSo/Fw0y9X3Ko7B/lLvJxUIEe9X/7sDWKWRlwhk9SYrucm6GdUo2CST0u91PCEsjEd8q6likbc+Nn81Ck5scqAhLG2pZDM1Z8TGY2MmUSB7YwojsyyNxP/87ophpd+JlSSIldssShMJcGYzP4mA6E5QzmxhDIt7K2EjaimDG06NgNv+eO/pHVW9dyqd3deqV3laRThCI7hFDy4gBrcQh2awGAIT/ACr87YeXbenPdFa8HJZw7hF5yPb2++jYA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NouqowHdO2qbbC+8O2gefmnR00E=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRgx4rtR/QxrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Cd48KLi1V/k0X/jts1Bqw8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LpfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x+0TJxqxpsslrHuBNRwKRRvokDJO4nmNAokbwfj65nffuTaiFjd4yThfkSHSoSCUbRSo/Fw0y9X3Ko7B/lLvJxUIEe9X/7sDWKWRlwhk9SYrucm6GdUo2CST0u91PCEsjEd8q6likbc+Nn81Ck5scqAhLG2pZDM1Z8TGY2MmUSB7YwojsyyNxP/87ophpd+JlSSIldssShMJcGYzP4mA6E5QzmxhDIt7K2EjaimDG06NgNv+eO/pHVW9dyqd3deqV3laRThCI7hFDy4gBrcQh2awGAIT/ACr87YeXbenPdFa8HJZw7hF5yPb2++jYA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NouqowHdO2qbbC+8O2gefmnR00E=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRgx4rtR/QxrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Cd48KLi1V/k0X/jts1Bqw8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LpfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x+0TJxqxpsslrHuBNRwKRRvokDJO4nmNAokbwfj65nffuTaiFjd4yThfkSHSoSCUbRSo/Fw0y9X3Ko7B/lLvJxUIEe9X/7sDWKWRlwhk9SYrucm6GdUo2CST0u91PCEsjEd8q6likbc+Nn81Ck5scqAhLG2pZDM1Z8TGY2MmUSB7YwojsyyNxP/87ophpd+JlSSIldssShMJcGYzP4mA6E5QzmxhDIt7K2EjaimDG06NgNv+eO/pHVW9dyqd3deqV3laRThCI7hFDy4gBrcQh2awGAIT/ACr87YeXbenPdFa8HJZw7hF5yPb2++jYA=</latexit>
SG
<latexit sha1_base64="fhnRMjhrxSnGrkjuR7J4ynLmlOs=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIoMuiC11WtA9oh3InzbShmcyYZIQy9DtcuFFx68e49G/MtF1o64HA4Zx7uScnSATXxnW/ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9o6jhVlDVoLGLVDlAzwSVrGG4EayeKYRQI1gpG17nfemJK81g+mHHC/AgHkoecorGS343QDCmK7H7Su+mVK27VnYIsE29OKjBHvVf+6vZjmkZMGipQ647nJsbPUBlOBZuUuqlmCdIRDljHUokR0342DT0hJ1bpkzBW9klDpurvjQwjrcdRYCfzkHrRy8X/vE5qwks/4zJJDZN0dihMBTExyRsgfa4YNWJsCVLFbVZCh6iQGtuT7cBb/PEyaZ5VPbfq3Z1XalfzNopwBMdwCh5cQA1uoQ4NoPAIz/AKb07qvDjvzsdstODMdw7hD5zPH1MRkhM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fhnRMjhrxSnGrkjuR7J4ynLmlOs=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIoMuiC11WtA9oh3InzbShmcyYZIQy9DtcuFFx68e49G/MtF1o64HA4Zx7uScnSATXxnW/ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9o6jhVlDVoLGLVDlAzwSVrGG4EayeKYRQI1gpG17nfemJK81g+mHHC/AgHkoecorGS343QDCmK7H7Su+mVK27VnYIsE29OKjBHvVf+6vZjmkZMGipQ647nJsbPUBlOBZuUuqlmCdIRDljHUokR0342DT0hJ1bpkzBW9klDpurvjQwjrcdRYCfzkHrRy8X/vE5qwks/4zJJDZN0dihMBTExyRsgfa4YNWJsCVLFbVZCh6iQGtuT7cBb/PEyaZ5VPbfq3Z1XalfzNopwBMdwCh5cQA1uoQ4NoPAIz/AKb07qvDjvzsdstODMdw7hD5zPH1MRkhM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fhnRMjhrxSnGrkjuR7J4ynLmlOs=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIoMuiC11WtA9oh3InzbShmcyYZIQy9DtcuFFx68e49G/MtF1o64HA4Zx7uScnSATXxnW/ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9o6jhVlDVoLGLVDlAzwSVrGG4EayeKYRQI1gpG17nfemJK81g+mHHC/AgHkoecorGS343QDCmK7H7Su+mVK27VnYIsE29OKjBHvVf+6vZjmkZMGipQ647nJsbPUBlOBZuUuqlmCdIRDljHUokR0342DT0hJ1bpkzBW9klDpurvjQwjrcdRYCfzkHrRy8X/vE5qwks/4zJJDZN0dihMBTExyRsgfa4YNWJsCVLFbVZCh6iQGtuT7cBb/PEyaZ5VPbfq3Z1XalfzNopwBMdwCh5cQA1uoQ4NoPAIz/AKb07qvDjvzsdstODMdw7hD5zPH1MRkhM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fhnRMjhrxSnGrkjuR7J4ynLmlOs=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIoMuiC11WtA9oh3InzbShmcyYZIQy9DtcuFFx68e49G/MtF1o64HA4Zx7uScnSATXxnW/ncLK6tr6RnGztLW9s7tX3j9o6jhVlDVoLGLVDlAzwSVrGG4EayeKYRQI1gpG17nfemJK81g+mHHC/AgHkoecorGS343QDCmK7H7Su+mVK27VnYIsE29OKjBHvVf+6vZjmkZMGipQ647nJsbPUBlOBZuUuqlmCdIRDljHUokR0342DT0hJ1bpkzBW9klDpurvjQwjrcdRYCfzkHrRy8X/vE5qwks/4zJJDZN0dihMBTExyRsgfa4YNWJsCVLFbVZCh6iQGtuT7cBb/PEyaZ5VPbfq3Z1XalfzNopwBMdwCh5cQA1uoQ4NoPAIz/AKb07qvDjvzsdstODMdw7hD5zPH1MRkhM=</latexit>
SX
<latexit sha1_base64="OQrxcv7v9u+DBXp9OohSoDzKP4Q=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeiF48VbS20obxsN+3SzSbuboQS+js8eFHx6o/x6L9x0+agrQMLw8x7vNkJEsG1cd1vp7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O5V9w/aOk4VZS0ai1h1AtRMcMlahhvBOoliGAWCPQTj69x/eGJK81jem0nC/AiHkoecorGS34vQjCiK7G7a7/SrNbfuzkCWiVeQGhRo9qtfvUFM04hJQwVq3fXcxPgZKsOpYNNKL9UsQTrGIetaKjFi2s9moafkxCoDEsbKPmnITP29kWGk9SQK7GQeUi96ufif101NeOlnXCapYZLOD4WpICYmeQNkwBWjRkwsQaq4zUroCBVSY3uyHXiLP14m7bO659a92/Na46poowxHcAyn4MEFNOAGmtACCo/wDK/w5qTOi/PufMxHS06xcwh/4Hz+AGzEkiQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OQrxcv7v9u+DBXp9OohSoDzKP4Q=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeiF48VbS20obxsN+3SzSbuboQS+js8eFHx6o/x6L9x0+agrQMLw8x7vNkJEsG1cd1vp7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O5V9w/aOk4VZS0ai1h1AtRMcMlahhvBOoliGAWCPQTj69x/eGJK81jem0nC/AiHkoecorGS34vQjCiK7G7a7/SrNbfuzkCWiVeQGhRo9qtfvUFM04hJQwVq3fXcxPgZKsOpYNNKL9UsQTrGIetaKjFi2s9moafkxCoDEsbKPmnITP29kWGk9SQK7GQeUi96ufif101NeOlnXCapYZLOD4WpICYmeQNkwBWjRkwsQaq4zUroCBVSY3uyHXiLP14m7bO659a92/Na46poowxHcAyn4MEFNOAGmtACCo/wDK/w5qTOi/PufMxHS06xcwh/4Hz+AGzEkiQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OQrxcv7v9u+DBXp9OohSoDzKP4Q=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeiF48VbS20obxsN+3SzSbuboQS+js8eFHx6o/x6L9x0+agrQMLw8x7vNkJEsG1cd1vp7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O5V9w/aOk4VZS0ai1h1AtRMcMlahhvBOoliGAWCPQTj69x/eGJK81jem0nC/AiHkoecorGS34vQjCiK7G7a7/SrNbfuzkCWiVeQGhRo9qtfvUFM04hJQwVq3fXcxPgZKsOpYNNKL9UsQTrGIetaKjFi2s9moafkxCoDEsbKPmnITP29kWGk9SQK7GQeUi96ufif101NeOlnXCapYZLOD4WpICYmeQNkwBWjRkwsQaq4zUroCBVSY3uyHXiLP14m7bO659a92/Na46poowxHcAyn4MEFNOAGmtACCo/wDK/w5qTOi/PufMxHS06xcwh/4Hz+AGzEkiQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OQrxcv7v9u+DBXp9OohSoDzKP4Q=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoMeiF48VbS20obxsN+3SzSbuboQS+js8eFHx6o/x6L9x0+agrQMLw8x7vNkJEsG1cd1vp7Syura+Ud6sbG3v7O5V9w/aOk4VZS0ai1h1AtRMcMlahhvBOoliGAWCPQTj69x/eGJK81jem0nC/AiHkoecorGS34vQjCiK7G7a7/SrNbfuzkCWiVeQGhRo9qtfvUFM04hJQwVq3fXcxPgZKsOpYNNKL9UsQTrGIetaKjFi2s9moafkxCoDEsbKPmnITP29kWGk9SQK7GQeUi96ufif101NeOlnXCapYZLOD4WpICYmeQNkwBWjRkwsQaq4zUroCBVSY3uyHXiLP14m7bO659a92/Na46poowxHcAyn4MEFNOAGmtACCo/wDK/w5qTOi/PufMxHS06xcwh/4Hz+AGzEkiQ=</latexit>
C∈gr
<latexit sha1_base64="D6iYCwZv/glTEEEAG/MeWY2R/BY=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kVoR6LvXisYD+guy3ZNNuGJtklyRbK0v/hwYuKV/+LR/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZW8epIrRFYh6rbog15UzSlmGG026iKBYhp51w0lj4nSlVmsXyycwSGgg8kixiBBsr9Rv9zGcS+UqgkZoPyhW36i6BNomXkwrkaA7KX/4wJqmg0hCOte55bmKCDCvDCKfzkp9qmmAywSPas1RiQXWQLa+eoyurDFEUK1vSoKX6eyLDQuuZCG2nwGas172F+J/XS010F2RMJqmhkqwWRSlHJkaLCNCQKUoMn1mCiWL2VkTGWGFibFA2A2/9403Svql6btV7vK3U7/M0inABl3ANHtSgDg/QhBYQUPAMr/DmTJ0X5935WLUWnHzmHP7A+fwBbmySFg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D6iYCwZv/glTEEEAG/MeWY2R/BY=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kVoR6LvXisYD+guy3ZNNuGJtklyRbK0v/hwYuKV/+LR/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZW8epIrRFYh6rbog15UzSlmGG026iKBYhp51w0lj4nSlVmsXyycwSGgg8kixiBBsr9Rv9zGcS+UqgkZoPyhW36i6BNomXkwrkaA7KX/4wJqmg0hCOte55bmKCDCvDCKfzkp9qmmAywSPas1RiQXWQLa+eoyurDFEUK1vSoKX6eyLDQuuZCG2nwGas172F+J/XS010F2RMJqmhkqwWRSlHJkaLCNCQKUoMn1mCiWL2VkTGWGFibFA2A2/9403Svql6btV7vK3U7/M0inABl3ANHtSgDg/QhBYQUPAMr/DmTJ0X5935WLUWnHzmHP7A+fwBbmySFg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D6iYCwZv/glTEEEAG/MeWY2R/BY=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kVoR6LvXisYD+guy3ZNNuGJtklyRbK0v/hwYuKV/+LR/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZW8epIrRFYh6rbog15UzSlmGG026iKBYhp51w0lj4nSlVmsXyycwSGgg8kixiBBsr9Rv9zGcS+UqgkZoPyhW36i6BNomXkwrkaA7KX/4wJqmg0hCOte55bmKCDCvDCKfzkp9qmmAywSPas1RiQXWQLa+eoyurDFEUK1vSoKX6eyLDQuuZCG2nwGas172F+J/XS010F2RMJqmhkqwWRSlHJkaLCNCQKUoMn1mCiWL2VkTGWGFibFA2A2/9403Svql6btV7vK3U7/M0inABl3ANHtSgDg/QhBYQUPAMr/DmTJ0X5935WLUWnHzmHP7A+fwBbmySFg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D6iYCwZv/glTEEEAG/MeWY2R/BY=">AAAB9HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9kVoR6LvXisYD+guy3ZNNuGJtklyRbK0v/hwYuKV/+LR/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZW8epIrRFYh6rbog15UzSlmGG026iKBYhp51w0lj4nSlVmsXyycwSGgg8kixiBBsr9Rv9zGcS+UqgkZoPyhW36i6BNomXkwrkaA7KX/4wJqmg0hCOte55bmKCDCvDCKfzkp9qmmAywSPas1RiQXWQLa+eoyurDFEUK1vSoKX6eyLDQuuZCG2nwGas172F+J/XS010F2RMJqmhkqwWRSlHJkaLCNCQKUoMn1mCiWL2VkTGWGFibFA2A2/9403Svql6btV7vK3U7/M0inABl3ANHtSgDg/QhBYQUPAMr/DmTJ0X5935WLUWnHzmHP7A+fwBbmySFg==</latexit>
soft
<latexit sha1_base64="HDhjarcMEkgY93jB/vm5kuQ5G0Y=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPSUDbbTbt0kw27E7GE/gwPXlS8+ms8+m/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63U1pb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0dtozLNeIspqXQ3pIZLkfAWCpS8m2pO41DyTji+nfmdR66NUMkDTlIexHSYiEgwilbye8ifMDcqwmm/WnPr7hxklXgFqUGBZr/61RsolsU8QSapMb7nphjkVKNgkk8rvczwlLIxHXLf0oTG3AT5/OQpObPKgERK20qQzNXfEzmNjZnEoe2MKY7MsjcT//P8DKPrIBdJmiFP2GJRlEmCisz+JwOhOUM5sYQyLeythI2opgxtSjYDb/njVdK+qHtu3bu/rDVuijTKcAKncA4eXEED7qAJLWCg4Ble4c0xzovz7nwsWktOMXMMf+B8/gCFPpGt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HDhjarcMEkgY93jB/vm5kuQ5G0Y=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPSUDbbTbt0kw27E7GE/gwPXlS8+ms8+m/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63U1pb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0dtozLNeIspqXQ3pIZLkfAWCpS8m2pO41DyTji+nfmdR66NUMkDTlIexHSYiEgwilbye8ifMDcqwmm/WnPr7hxklXgFqUGBZr/61RsolsU8QSapMb7nphjkVKNgkk8rvczwlLIxHXLf0oTG3AT5/OQpObPKgERK20qQzNXfEzmNjZnEoe2MKY7MsjcT//P8DKPrIBdJmiFP2GJRlEmCisz+JwOhOUM5sYQyLeythI2opgxtSjYDb/njVdK+qHtu3bu/rDVuijTKcAKncA4eXEED7qAJLWCg4Ble4c0xzovz7nwsWktOMXMMf+B8/gCFPpGt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HDhjarcMEkgY93jB/vm5kuQ5G0Y=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPSUDbbTbt0kw27E7GE/gwPXlS8+ms8+m/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63U1pb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0dtozLNeIspqXQ3pIZLkfAWCpS8m2pO41DyTji+nfmdR66NUMkDTlIexHSYiEgwilbye8ifMDcqwmm/WnPr7hxklXgFqUGBZr/61RsolsU8QSapMb7nphjkVKNgkk8rvczwlLIxHXLf0oTG3AT5/OQpObPKgERK20qQzNXfEzmNjZnEoe2MKY7MsjcT//P8DKPrIBdJmiFP2GJRlEmCisz+JwOhOUM5sYQyLeythI2opgxtSjYDb/njVdK+qHtu3bu/rDVuijTKcAKncA4eXEED7qAJLWCg4Ble4c0xzovz7nwsWktOMXMMf+B8/gCFPpGt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HDhjarcMEkgY93jB/vm5kuQ5G0Y=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cK9gPSUDbbTbt0kw27E7GE/gwPXlS8+ms8+m/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMuu63U1pb39jcKm9Xdnb39g+qh0dtozLNeIspqXQ3pIZLkfAWCpS8m2pO41DyTji+nfmdR66NUMkDTlIexHSYiEgwilbye8ifMDcqwmm/WnPr7hxklXgFqUGBZr/61RsolsU8QSapMb7nphjkVKNgkk8rvczwlLIxHXLf0oTG3AT5/OQpObPKgERK20qQzNXfEzmNjZnEoe2MKY7MsjcT//P8DKPrIBdJmiFP2GJRlEmCisz+JwOhOUM5sYQyLeythI2opgxtSjYDb/njVdK+qHtu3bu/rDVuijTKcAKncA4eXEED7qAJLWCg4Ble4c0xzovz7nwsWktOMXMMf+B8/gCFPpGt</latexit>
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H<latexit sha1_base64="jKeuyoFvbEBMqBhxHgz173KBaQw=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeilx5bsB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Bd48KLi1Z/k0X/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4Wt7Z3dveJ+6eDw6PikfHrW0XGqGLZZLGLVC6hGwSW2DTcCe4lCGgUCu8H0YeF3n1BpHstHM0vQj+hY8pAzaqzUagzLFbfqLkE2iZeTCuRoDstfg1HM0gilYYJq3ffcxPgZVYYzgfPSINWYUDalY+xbKmmE2s+Wh87JlVVGJIyVLWnIUv09kdFI61kU2M6Imole9xbif14/NeGdn3GZpAYlWy0KU0FMTBZfkxFXyIyYWUKZ4vZWwiZUUWZsNjYDb/3jTdK5qXpu1WvdVur3eRpFuIBLuAYPalCHBjShDQwQnuEV3hzuvDjvzseqteDkM+fwB87nDxrTjLw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jKeuyoFvbEBMqBhxHgz173KBaQw=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeilx5bsB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Bd48KLi1Z/k0X/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4Wt7Z3dveJ+6eDw6PikfHrW0XGqGLZZLGLVC6hGwSW2DTcCe4lCGgUCu8H0YeF3n1BpHstHM0vQj+hY8pAzaqzUagzLFbfqLkE2iZeTCuRoDstfg1HM0gilYYJq3ffcxPgZVYYzgfPSINWYUDalY+xbKmmE2s+Wh87JlVVGJIyVLWnIUv09kdFI61kU2M6Imole9xbif14/NeGdn3GZpAYlWy0KU0FMTBZfkxFXyIyYWUKZ4vZWwiZUUWZsNjYDb/3jTdK5qXpu1WvdVur3eRpFuIBLuAYPalCHBjShDQwQnuEV3hzuvDjvzseqteDkM+fwB87nDxrTjLw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jKeuyoFvbEBMqBhxHgz173KBaQw=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeilx5bsB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Bd48KLi1Z/k0X/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4Wt7Z3dveJ+6eDw6PikfHrW0XGqGLZZLGLVC6hGwSW2DTcCe4lCGgUCu8H0YeF3n1BpHstHM0vQj+hY8pAzaqzUagzLFbfqLkE2iZeTCuRoDstfg1HM0gilYYJq3ffcxPgZVYYzgfPSINWYUDalY+xbKmmE2s+Wh87JlVVGJIyVLWnIUv09kdFI61kU2M6Imole9xbif14/NeGdn3GZpAYlWy0KU0FMTBZfkxFXyIyYWUKZ4vZWwiZUUWZsNjYDb/3jTdK5qXpu1WvdVur3eRpFuIBLuAYPalCHBjShDQwQnuEV3hzuvDjvzseqteDkM+fwB87nDxrTjLw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WUiD0YgavyC/AgS+PaYWHeNAMu0=">AAAB2HicbZBLSwMxFIXv1FetVevaTbAIrsqMG10KblxWsA9oh5LJ3GlDM5khuVMoQ/+A4Erxf7n035g+Ftp6IPBxTkLuPVGupCXf//Yqe/sHh0fV49pJvXZ6dt6od21WGIEdkanM9CNuUUmNHZKksJ8b5GmksBdNH5d5b4bGyky/0DzHMOVjLRMpODmrPWo0/Za/EtuFYANN2GjU+BrGmShS1CQUt3YQ+DmFJTckhcJFbVhYzLmY8jEOHGqeog3L1ZgLdu2cmCWZcUcTW7m/X5Q8tXaeRu5mymlit7Ol+V82KCi5D0up84JQi/VHSaEYZWy5M4ulQUFq7oALI92sTEy44YJcM66CYHvhXejetgK/FTz7UIVLuIIbCOAOHuAJ2tABATG8wrs39t68j3VVFW/T2QX8kff5A7driik=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+Nm2b8WJzt22Xzs0OMVyB6IRKDs=">AAAB3HicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L9aq1a3boJFcFVm3OhScNNlC7YV2qFk0jttaCYzJHeEMvQJXLhR8bVc+jamPwttPRD4OCch954oU9KS7397pZ3dvf2D8mHlqHp8clo7q3ZtmhuBHZGq1DxF3KKSGjskSeFTZpAnkcJeNH1Y5L1nNFam+pFmGYYJH2sZS8HJWe3msFb3G/5SbBuCNdRhrdaw9jUYpSJPUJNQ3Np+4GcUFtyQFArnlUFuMeNiysfYd6h5gjYsloPO2ZVzRixOjTua2NL9/aLgibWzJHI3E04Tu5ktzP+yfk7xXVhIneWEWqw+inPFKGWLrdlIGhSkZg64MNLNysSEGy7IdeM6CDY33obuTSPwG0HbhzJcwCVcQwC3cA9NaEEHBCC8wBu8e9J79T5WbZW8dW3n8Efe5w8I44tq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+Nm2b8WJzt22Xzs0OMVyB6IRKDs=">AAAB3HicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L9aq1a3boJFcFVm3OhScNNlC7YV2qFk0jttaCYzJHeEMvQJXLhR8bVc+jamPwttPRD4OCch954oU9KS7397pZ3dvf2D8mHlqHp8clo7q3ZtmhuBHZGq1DxF3KKSGjskSeFTZpAnkcJeNH1Y5L1nNFam+pFmGYYJH2sZS8HJWe3msFb3G/5SbBuCNdRhrdaw9jUYpSJPUJNQ3Np+4GcUFtyQFArnlUFuMeNiysfYd6h5gjYsloPO2ZVzRixOjTua2NL9/aLgibWzJHI3E04Tu5ktzP+yfk7xXVhIneWEWqw+inPFKGWLrdlIGhSkZg64MNLNysSEGy7IdeM6CDY33obuTSPwG0HbhzJcwCVcQwC3cA9NaEEHBCC8wBu8e9J79T5WbZW8dW3n8Efe5w8I44tq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+2t9u4a+Wn97c/gnXpWhPgErWsc=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m86LHopccW7Ae0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QUevKh49Sd59N+4TXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJIJr47rfTmlre2d3r7xfOTg8Oj6pnp51dZwqhh0Wi1j1A6pRcIkdw43AfqKQRoHAXjB7WPq9J1Sax/LRzBP0IzqRPOSMGiu1m6Nqza27Ocgm8QpSgwKtUfVrOI5ZGqE0TFCtB56bGD+jynAmcFEZphoTymZ0ggNLJY1Q+1l+6IJcWWVMwljZkobk6u+JjEZaz6PAdkbUTPW6txT/8wapCe/8jMskNSjZalGYCmJisvyajLlCZsTcEsoUt7cSNqWKMmOzsRl46x9vku5N3XPrXtutNe6LNMpwAZdwDR7cQgOa0IIOMEB4hld4c7jz4rw7H6vWklPMnMMfOJ8/GZOMuA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jKeuyoFvbEBMqBhxHgz173KBaQw=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeilx5bsB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Bd48KLi1Z/k0X/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4Wt7Z3dveJ+6eDw6PikfHrW0XGqGLZZLGLVC6hGwSW2DTcCe4lCGgUCu8H0YeF3n1BpHstHM0vQj+hY8pAzaqzUagzLFbfqLkE2iZeTCuRoDstfg1HM0gilYYJq3ffcxPgZVYYzgfPSINWYUDalY+xbKmmE2s+Wh87JlVVGJIyVLWnIUv09kdFI61kU2M6Imole9xbif14/NeGdn3GZpAYlWy0KU0FMTBZfkxFXyIyYWUKZ4vZWwiZUUWZsNjYDb/3jTdK5qXpu1WvdVur3eRpFuIBLuAYPalCHBjShDQwQnuEV3hzuvDjvzseqteDkM+fwB87nDxrTjLw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jKeuyoFvbEBMqBhxHgz173KBaQw=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeilx5bsB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Bd48KLi1Z/k0X/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4Wt7Z3dveJ+6eDw6PikfHrW0XGqGLZZLGLVC6hGwSW2DTcCe4lCGgUCu8H0YeF3n1BpHstHM0vQj+hY8pAzaqzUagzLFbfqLkE2iZeTCuRoDstfg1HM0gilYYJq3ffcxPgZVYYzgfPSINWYUDalY+xbKmmE2s+Wh87JlVVGJIyVLWnIUv09kdFI61kU2M6Imole9xbif14/NeGdn3GZpAYlWy0KU0FMTBZfkxFXyIyYWUKZ4vZWwiZUUWZsNjYDb/3jTdK5qXpu1WvdVur3eRpFuIBLuAYPalCHBjShDQwQnuEV3hzuvDjvzseqteDkM+fwB87nDxrTjLw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jKeuyoFvbEBMqBhxHgz173KBaQw=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeilx5bsB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Bd48KLi1Z/k0X/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4Wt7Z3dveJ+6eDw6PikfHrW0XGqGLZZLGLVC6hGwSW2DTcCe4lCGgUCu8H0YeF3n1BpHstHM0vQj+hY8pAzaqzUagzLFbfqLkE2iZeTCuRoDstfg1HM0gilYYJq3ffcxPgZVYYzgfPSINWYUDalY+xbKmmE2s+Wh87JlVVGJIyVLWnIUv09kdFI61kU2M6Imole9xbif14/NeGdn3GZpAYlWy0KU0FMTBZfkxFXyIyYWUKZ4vZWwiZUUWZsNjYDb/3jTdK5qXpu1WvdVur3eRpFuIBLuAYPalCHBjShDQwQnuEV3hzuvDjvzseqteDkM+fwB87nDxrTjLw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jKeuyoFvbEBMqBhxHgz173KBaQw=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeilx5bsB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Bd48KLi1Z/k0X/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4Wt7Z3dveJ+6eDw6PikfHrW0XGqGLZZLGLVC6hGwSW2DTcCe4lCGgUCu8H0YeF3n1BpHstHM0vQj+hY8pAzaqzUagzLFbfqLkE2iZeTCuRoDstfg1HM0gilYYJq3ffcxPgZVYYzgfPSINWYUDalY+xbKmmE2s+Wh87JlVVGJIyVLWnIUv09kdFI61kU2M6Imole9xbif14/NeGdn3GZpAYlWy0KU0FMTBZfkxFXyIyYWUKZ4vZWwiZUUWZsNjYDb/3jTdK5qXpu1WvdVur3eRpFuIBLuAYPalCHBjShDQwQnuEV3hzuvDjvzseqteDkM+fwB87nDxrTjLw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jKeuyoFvbEBMqBhxHgz173KBaQw=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeilx5bsB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Bd48KLi1Z/k0X/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4Wt7Z3dveJ+6eDw6PikfHrW0XGqGLZZLGLVC6hGwSW2DTcCe4lCGgUCu8H0YeF3n1BpHstHM0vQj+hY8pAzaqzUagzLFbfqLkE2iZeTCuRoDstfg1HM0gilYYJq3ffcxPgZVYYzgfPSINWYUDalY+xbKmmE2s+Wh87JlVVGJIyVLWnIUv09kdFI61kU2M6Imole9xbif14/NeGdn3GZpAYlWy0KU0FMTBZfkxFXyIyYWUKZ4vZWwiZUUWZsNjYDb/3jTdK5qXpu1WvdVur3eRpFuIBLuAYPalCHBjShDQwQnuEV3hzuvDjvzseqteDkM+fwB87nDxrTjLw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jKeuyoFvbEBMqBhxHgz173KBaQw=">AAAB53icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeilx5bsB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Bd48KLi1Z/k0X/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4Wt7Z3dveJ+6eDw6PikfHrW0XGqGLZZLGLVC6hGwSW2DTcCe4lCGgUCu8H0YeF3n1BpHstHM0vQj+hY8pAzaqzUagzLFbfqLkE2iZeTCuRoDstfg1HM0gilYYJq3ffcxPgZVYYzgfPSINWYUDalY+xbKmmE2s+Wh87JlVVGJIyVLWnIUv09kdFI61kU2M6Imole9xbif14/NeGdn3GZpAYlWy0KU0FMTBZfkxFXyIyYWUKZ4vZWwiZUUWZsNjYDb/3jTdK5qXpu1WvdVur3eRpFuIBLuAYPalCHBjShDQwQnuEV3hzuvDjvzseqteDkM+fwB87nDxrTjLw=</latexit>
θ = Rg
<latexit sha1_base64="19SE2wwRQKVuB0Pm00VfmyOlF9k=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsBeh4MVjFfuBbSib7aZdutmE3YlQQv+FBy8qXv03Hv03btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYkUBl332ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlolTzXiTxTLWnYAaLoXiTRQoeSfRnEaB5O1gfDPz209cGxGrB5wk3I/oUIlQMIpWeuzhiCO9vu8P++WKW3XnIKvEy0kFcjT65a/eIGZpxBUySY3pem6CfkY1Cib5tNRLDU8oG9Mh71qqaMSNn80vnpIzqwxIGGtbCslc/T2R0ciYSRTYzojiyCx7M/E/r5tiWPMzoZIUuWKLRWEqCcZk9j4ZCM0ZyokllGlhbyVsRDVlaEOyGXjLH6+S1kXVc6ve3WWlXsvTKMIJnMI5eHAFdbiFBjSBgYJneIU3RzsvzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDvv+Qiw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="19SE2wwRQKVuB0Pm00VfmyOlF9k=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsBeh4MVjFfuBbSib7aZdutmE3YlQQv+FBy8qXv03Hv03btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYkUBl332ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlolTzXiTxTLWnYAaLoXiTRQoeSfRnEaB5O1gfDPz209cGxGrB5wk3I/oUIlQMIpWeuzhiCO9vu8P++WKW3XnIKvEy0kFcjT65a/eIGZpxBUySY3pem6CfkY1Cib5tNRLDU8oG9Mh71qqaMSNn80vnpIzqwxIGGtbCslc/T2R0ciYSRTYzojiyCx7M/E/r5tiWPMzoZIUuWKLRWEqCcZk9j4ZCM0ZyokllGlhbyVsRDVlaEOyGXjLH6+S1kXVc6ve3WWlXsvTKMIJnMI5eHAFdbiFBjSBgYJneIU3RzsvzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDvv+Qiw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="19SE2wwRQKVuB0Pm00VfmyOlF9k=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsBeh4MVjFfuBbSib7aZdutmE3YlQQv+FBy8qXv03Hv03btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYkUBl332ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlolTzXiTxTLWnYAaLoXiTRQoeSfRnEaB5O1gfDPz209cGxGrB5wk3I/oUIlQMIpWeuzhiCO9vu8P++WKW3XnIKvEy0kFcjT65a/eIGZpxBUySY3pem6CfkY1Cib5tNRLDU8oG9Mh71qqaMSNn80vnpIzqwxIGGtbCslc/T2R0ciYSRTYzojiyCx7M/E/r5tiWPMzoZIUuWKLRWEqCcZk9j4ZCM0ZyokllGlhbyVsRDVlaEOyGXjLH6+S1kXVc6ve3WWlXsvTKMIJnMI5eHAFdbiFBjSBgYJneIU3RzsvzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDvv+Qiw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="19SE2wwRQKVuB0Pm00VfmyOlF9k=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsBeh4MVjFfuBbSib7aZdutmE3YlQQv+FBy8qXv03Hv03btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYkUBl332ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlolTzXiTxTLWnYAaLoXiTRQoeSfRnEaB5O1gfDPz209cGxGrB5wk3I/oUIlQMIpWeuzhiCO9vu8P++WKW3XnIKvEy0kFcjT65a/eIGZpxBUySY3pem6CfkY1Cib5tNRLDU8oG9Mh71qqaMSNn80vnpIzqwxIGGtbCslc/T2R0ciYSRTYzojiyCx7M/E/r5tiWPMzoZIUuWKLRWEqCcZk9j4ZCM0ZyokllGlhbyVsRDVlaEOyGXjLH6+S1kXVc6ve3WWlXsvTKMIJnMI5eHAFdbiFBjSBgYJneIU3RzsvzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDvv+Qiw==</latexit>
SK
<latexit sha1_base64="7+eJanHWYENOq4VSUU7Dya4p6d4=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIoMuiG8FNRfuAdih30kwbmsmMSUYoQ7/DhRsVt36MS//GTNuFth4IHM65l3tygkRwbVz32ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2Dpo5TRVmDxiJW7QA1E1yyhuFGsHaiGEaBYK1gdJ37rSemNI/lgxknzI9wIHnIKRor+d0IzZCiyO4nvdteueJW3SnIMvHmpAJz1Hvlr24/pmnEpKECte54bmL8DJXhVLBJqZtqliAd4YB1LJUYMe1n09ATcmKVPgljZZ80ZKr+3sgw0nocBXYyD6kXvVz8z+ukJrz0My6T1DBJZ4fCVBATk7wB0ueKUSPGliBV3GYldIgKqbE92Q68xR8vk+ZZ1XOr3t15pXY1b6MIR3AMp+DBBdTgBurQAAqP8Ayv8Oakzovz7nzMRgvOfOcQ/sD5/AFZHZIX</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7+eJanHWYENOq4VSUU7Dya4p6d4=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIoMuiG8FNRfuAdih30kwbmsmMSUYoQ7/DhRsVt36MS//GTNuFth4IHM65l3tygkRwbVz32ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2Dpo5TRVmDxiJW7QA1E1yyhuFGsHaiGEaBYK1gdJ37rSemNI/lgxknzI9wIHnIKRor+d0IzZCiyO4nvdteueJW3SnIMvHmpAJz1Hvlr24/pmnEpKECte54bmL8DJXhVLBJqZtqliAd4YB1LJUYMe1n09ATcmKVPgljZZ80ZKr+3sgw0nocBXYyD6kXvVz8z+ukJrz0My6T1DBJZ4fCVBATk7wB0ueKUSPGliBV3GYldIgKqbE92Q68xR8vk+ZZ1XOr3t15pXY1b6MIR3AMp+DBBdTgBurQAAqP8Ayv8Oakzovz7nzMRgvOfOcQ/sD5/AFZHZIX</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7+eJanHWYENOq4VSUU7Dya4p6d4=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIoMuiG8FNRfuAdih30kwbmsmMSUYoQ7/DhRsVt36MS//GTNuFth4IHM65l3tygkRwbVz32ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2Dpo5TRVmDxiJW7QA1E1yyhuFGsHaiGEaBYK1gdJ37rSemNI/lgxknzI9wIHnIKRor+d0IzZCiyO4nvdteueJW3SnIMvHmpAJz1Hvlr24/pmnEpKECte54bmL8DJXhVLBJqZtqliAd4YB1LJUYMe1n09ATcmKVPgljZZ80ZKr+3sgw0nocBXYyD6kXvVz8z+ukJrz0My6T1DBJZ4fCVBATk7wB0ueKUSPGliBV3GYldIgKqbE92Q68xR8vk+ZZ1XOr3t15pXY1b6MIR3AMp+DBBdTgBurQAAqP8Ayv8Oakzovz7nzMRgvOfOcQ/sD5/AFZHZIX</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7+eJanHWYENOq4VSUU7Dya4p6d4=">AAAB83icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIoMuiG8FNRfuAdih30kwbmsmMSUYoQ7/DhRsVt36MS//GTNuFth4IHM65l3tygkRwbVz32ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2Dpo5TRVmDxiJW7QA1E1yyhuFGsHaiGEaBYK1gdJ37rSemNI/lgxknzI9wIHnIKRor+d0IzZCiyO4nvdteueJW3SnIMvHmpAJz1Hvlr24/pmnEpKECte54bmL8DJXhVLBJqZtqliAd4YB1LJUYMe1n09ATcmKVPgljZZ80ZKr+3sgw0nocBXYyD6kXvVz8z+ukJrz0My6T1DBJZ4fCVBATk7wB0ueKUSPGliBV3GYldIgKqbE92Q68xR8vk+ZZ1XOr3t15pXY1b6MIR3AMp+DBBdTgBurQAAqP8Ayv8Oakzovz7nzMRgvOfOcQ/sD5/AFZHZIX</latexit>
SG
<latexit sha1_base64="NouqowHdO2qbbC+8O2gefmnR00E=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRgx4rtR/QxrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Cd48KLi1V/k0X/jts1Bqw8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LpfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x+0TJxqxpsslrHuBNRwKRRvokDJO4nmNAokbwfj65nffuTaiFjd4yThfkSHSoSCUbRSo/Fw0y9X3Ko7B/lLvJxUIEe9X/7sDWKWRlwhk9SYrucm6GdUo2CST0u91PCEsjEd8q6likbc+Nn81Ck5scqAhLG2pZDM1Z8TGY2MmUSB7YwojsyyNxP/87ophpd+JlSSIldssShMJcGYzP4mA6E5QzmxhDIt7K2EjaimDG06NgNv+eO/pHVW9dyqd3deqV3laRThCI7hFDy4gBrcQh2awGAIT/ACr87YeXbenPdFa8HJZw7hF5yPb2++jYA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NouqowHdO2qbbC+8O2gefmnR00E=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRgx4rtR/QxrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Cd48KLi1V/k0X/jts1Bqw8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LpfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x+0TJxqxpsslrHuBNRwKRRvokDJO4nmNAokbwfj65nffuTaiFjd4yThfkSHSoSCUbRSo/Fw0y9X3Ko7B/lLvJxUIEe9X/7sDWKWRlwhk9SYrucm6GdUo2CST0u91PCEsjEd8q6likbc+Nn81Ck5scqAhLG2pZDM1Z8TGY2MmUSB7YwojsyyNxP/87ophpd+JlSSIldssShMJcGYzP4mA6E5QzmxhDIt7K2EjaimDG06NgNv+eO/pHVW9dyqd3deqV3laRThCI7hFDy4gBrcQh2awGAIT/ACr87YeXbenPdFa8HJZw7hF5yPb2++jYA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NouqowHdO2qbbC+8O2gefmnR00E=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRgx4rtR/QxrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Cd48KLi1V/k0X/jts1Bqw8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LpfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x+0TJxqxpsslrHuBNRwKRRvokDJO4nmNAokbwfj65nffuTaiFjd4yThfkSHSoSCUbRSo/Fw0y9X3Ko7B/lLvJxUIEe9X/7sDWKWRlwhk9SYrucm6GdUo2CST0u91PCEsjEd8q6likbc+Nn81Ck5scqAhLG2pZDM1Z8TGY2MmUSB7YwojsyyNxP/87ophpd+JlSSIldssShMJcGYzP4mA6E5QzmxhDIt7K2EjaimDG06NgNv+eO/pHVW9dyqd3deqV3laRThCI7hFDy4gBrcQh2awGAIT/ACr87YeXbenPdFa8HJZw7hF5yPb2++jYA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NouqowHdO2qbbC+8O2gefmnR00E=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRgx4rtR/QxrLZbtqlm03YnQgl9Cd48KLi1V/k0X/jts1Bqw8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LpfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x+0TJxqxpsslrHuBNRwKRRvokDJO4nmNAokbwfj65nffuTaiFjd4yThfkSHSoSCUbRSo/Fw0y9X3Ko7B/lLvJxUIEe9X/7sDWKWRlwhk9SYrucm6GdUo2CST0u91PCEsjEd8q6likbc+Nn81Ck5scqAhLG2pZDM1Z8TGY2MmUSB7YwojsyyNxP/87ophpd+JlSSIldssShMJcGYzP4mA6E5QzmxhDIt7K2EjaimDG06NgNv+eO/pHVW9dyqd3deqV3laRThCI7hFDy4gBrcQh2awGAIT/ACr87YeXbenPdFa8HJZw7hF5yPb2++jYA=</latexit>
C∈gr
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Figure 3. Lund diagrams for the angle between the standard and the groomed jet axis when
k?  zcutpTR, for regime A (left) and B (right). The relevant SCET modes are indicated by red
and green dots, and their power counting can be read o, see table 3.
sensitive to soft radiation, similar to collinear drop [90]. The eect of grooming is power
suppressed when k?  zcutpTR, so the cross section is power suppressed in this region. We
therefore focus on the opposite limit k?  zcutpTR, smoothly matching the cross section
to 0 when crossing k?  zcutpTR. It turns out that we must consider the cross section
dierential in k? and the groomed jet radius Rg, since there are two dierent cases that
need to be considered, and then integrate the combined resummed result over Rg. It is
convenient to work in terms of g  Rg=R.
The Lund planes for the LL analysis are shown in gure 3 and will now be discussed.
We start by considering the measurement of the groomed jet radius. The cross section with
a cut g < 
c
g prohibits emissions in the red region with z > zcut(=R)
 and =R > cg [4].
Ref. [36] extends this analysis to NLL using SCET, exploiting that for the cumulative
distribution in cg one can separately impose =R < 
c
g on the collinear and collinear-soft
radiation (analogous to the factorization of the measurement in jet veto resummation). If
in addition one requires k? < kc?, emissions with z < zcut(=R)
 and =R > g (not 
c
g)
are groomed away by soft drop and thus forbidden for k? = zpT > kc?, corresponding to
the blue regions in gure 3. There are now two cases depending on whether g is smaller
or larger than [kc?=(zcutpTR)]
1=(1+), which we will refer to as regime A and B.4 The Lund
diagrams for these regimes are displayed in the left and right panel of gure 3, and the
power counting of the momenta corresponding to the modes is summarized in table 3.
The situation is the simplest for regime A, since the blue region is insensitive to the
precise value of g, i.e. the resummation of g and k? are independent of each other. At
LL accuracy, we simply calculate the sum of the area of the red and blue regions to obtain
~GST;GRi;A
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Mode: Regime A Regime B
hard pT (1; R
2; R)
soft k?=R(1; R2; R)





g pT (1; R
2
g; Rg)
collinear-softX (b = (zcutpT )
1=(1+)(k?=R)=(1+); k2?=b; k?)
collinear-softK k?=Rg(1; R2g; Rg)
Table 3. The modes that enter in the factorization of G for the angle between the standard and
groomed jet axis, when k?  zcutpTR. Regime A (B) correspond to Rg smaller (larger) than
[k?R=(zcutpT )]1=(1+).



































For this angle we restrict ourselves to NLL accuracy, which is why the power corrections to
the factorization formula have been omitted. The collinear function C2gri describes collinear
radiation, which is never groomed away. It can provide the emission that sets g, and any
other collinear emissions must be at smaller angles. Similarly, for the collinear-softG mode,
emissions must satisfy =R < cg if they pass the soft drop condition, as described by the
collinear-soft function SG;i. Wide-angle soft radiation is always groomed away, and its total
transverse momentum is described by the same soft function SGi that we encountered before.
Finally, SX;i describes collinear-softX emissions, which only contribute to the transverse
momentum if they fail the soft drop condition. There are also non-global logarithms and
clustering logarithms associated with the collinear function Ci and collinear-soft function
SG;i. The non-global logarithms from correlated hard and soft emissions are the same
as for the standard vs. WTA axis and described by SGi . These are the same as in the
resummation of g and described by SNG+ACi [36]. The renormalization group equations


















































We wrote cg to explicitly indicate that the functions are cumulative distributions, i.e. in-
tegrated over g up to 
c
g. The natural scales of these modes are
H = pTR ; C2gr = pTRg ;
SG = zcutpTR
1+













For regime B we nd it clarifying to work dierentially in g. In the LL analysis there
must a single emission that sets g, i.e. =R = g and z > zcut

g . Any other emissions
must be outside the colored area, leading to
~GST;GRi;B
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In the SCET analysis there are the four modes corresponding to the outer corners of the
colored region, as one might anticipate. However, the emission that sets g (and only this
emission) is sensitive to the soft drop condition, which is why there is also a collinear-softG
mode contribution in this case. This leads to unusual behavior: the corresponding collinear-
soft function only contributes if it has a single emission that sets g. In particular, if it
has (independent) emissions that do not set g, these emissions only have the constraint



























The two terms in the square brackets correspond to the collinear mode setting g (when the
derivative acts on C2gri ) or the collinear-softG mode setting g. While the collinear-softG
mode has the same power counting as in regime A, the function is very dierent. This is














i (gpTR;) ; (2.24)
which follows from consistency of the factorization theorem and agrees with a direct calcu-
lation at order s. The terms in the square brackets of eq. (2.23) can be interpreted as a
matching coecient where we integrated out modes at the scales gpTR and zcut
1+
g pTR.
Its running down to the k? scale will generate non-global logarithms which we conjecture
5Note that only Rg > 0 contributions need to be considered here, since we are dierential in Rg and






is also described by the function SNG+ACi of ref. [36], but with the dierent argument
k?=(gpTR). These NGLs require further study and are not included in our numerical
analysis. The function SK;i describes the contribution to k? from collinear-softK emissions
that are groomed away, which for this mode simply means =R > g. It's renormalization













~k?   ~k0?; )SK;i(k0?; ; gR) : (2.25)
The natural scales for the modes in this regime are
H = pTR ; C2gr = pTRg ; S0G = zcutpTR
1+








3 Standard vs. winner-take-all axis
In this section we provide further details describing our calculation of the angle between the
standard and winner-take-all axis. In section 3.1 we discuss the calculation of jet function
~GST;WTA when k?  pTR, and the resummation of jet radius logarithms. In section 3.2
we consider k?  pTR, presenting the ingredients that enter the refactorization of ~G and
checking the singular/nonsingular decomposition. Details on our numerical implementation
are give in section 6, with anomalous dimensions relegated to appendix A.
3.1 Jet function for k?  pTR
We are working in the collinear limit R 1 and can therefore use the collinear phase-space



























































































































































































































































































Note that the terms where the plus distribution multiplies a power of k? do not require
a plus prescription. It is worth emphasizing that in eq. (3.3) the explicit  dependence
cancels between the various terms, so the only  dependence is in the scale s.
3.2 Refactorization for k?  pTR
We now present expressions for the various ingredients entering in the refactorization of
the jet function in eq. (2.9). First of all, we give the coecients Jij in eq. (2.3), that are
independent of the angle we consider [16]
















































  2 ln(1  z)

Pqg(z)  TF 2z(1  z)

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The hard function is up to one-loop order given by [16, 92]





























































The global soft function is at one-loop order given by [92, 93]































where the color factor Ci = CA (CF ) for i = g (q). The leading NGLs in the large
Nc approximation are taken from the solution to the BMS equation [28] up to ve-loop
order [94]









SNGg (bL) = SNGq (bL)2 : (3.9)




While eq. (3.9) technically does not resum the NGLs, we have checked that the eect
beyond the cubic term on our numerical results is less than a percent.
The only new ingredient is the collinear function, whose calculation is very similar to
eq. (3.2), except that we can drop the restriction that the two particles are inside the jet
since this is automatically the case for k?  pTR. Explicitly,






































where we use a rapidity regulator  with associated scale  [12, 95]. This leads to














































































Figure 4. Testing the refactorization (blue dashed) of the jet function GST;WTA (red solid),
for the angle between the standard and WTA axis in eq. (2.9) at O(s). The nonsingular (green
dotted) is the dierence. The left (right) panel corresponds to quark (gluon) jets.
Alternatively, since at this order there are at most two partons and the WTA is along the
most energetic one, we can extract this collinear function from the TMD fragmentation
function. In impact parameter b? space, using the conventions of ref. [93], this relationship
is given by









~Cj=i(z; b?; ; ) : (3.13)
See also [96]. We conclude this section by verifying the validity of the refactorization
in eq. (2.9) in gure 4, by plotting the jet function G, the singular expression ob-
tained from the right-hand side and their nonsingular dierence. We have converted the
transverse momentum to an angle, including the appropriate Jacobian d2k? = 2p2T d,
and taken  = pTR, which only aects the scale in s. The nonsingular indeed van-
ishes for small angles. In fact, the refactorization seems to hold over most of the range,
i.e.  = k?=pT . 0:4R.
4 Groomed vs. winner-take-all axis
In section 4.1 we calculate the jet function GGR;WTA when k?  zcutpTR  pTR. In
section 3.2 the ingredients that enter its refactorization for k?  zcutpTR  pTR are
given, and the singular/nonsingular decomposition is checked.
4.1 Jet function for k?  pTR
The calculation is similar to the one in section 3.1. In terms of the collinear phase-space
and matrix element squared in eq. (3.1),
GST;GRi
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is that the partons must pass soft drop. This leads to
GGR;WTAq
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Taking  ! 1 we recover GST;WTA. We can obtain the result for  = 0 by taking the





































































ln(1  zcut) +O() : (4.3)
The 1= poles that appear in these expressions exactly cancel those already present in
eq. (4.2). This leads to the following expression for  = 0
GGR;WTAq
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 2 ln(1  zcut)  3zcut + 3
2







































































































































































































Figure 5. Testing the refactorization (blue dashed) of the jet function GGR;WTA (red solid),
for the angle between the groomed axis (with zcut = 0:1,  = 0) and WTA axis in eq. (2.9) at
O(s). The nonsingular (green dotted) is the dierence. The left (right) panel corresponds to
quark (gluon) jets.
4.2 Refactorization for k?  pTR
The two new ingredients compared to eq. (2.9) are the soft function [83]
















with color factor Ci = CA (CF ) for i = g (q), and the collinear-soft function
6














































Taking the  ! 1 limit, S =2gri ! 1 and SGi (k?; pTR; zcut; ; ; =pT ) ! SGi (k?; ; R) in
eq. (3.8), recovering the result without grooming. The NGLs are encoded by the same
expression in eq. (3.9), but now involve the following logarithm
bL =  sNc

ln zcut : (4.7)
We numerically test the size of the power corrections to the refactorization in eq. (2.15),
by plotting the jet function G, the singular expression obtained from the right-hand side
and their nonsingular dierence. As in gure 4, we show the distribution dierential in 
and take  = pTR. The nonsingular encodes the size of power corrections and is very small
at small angles. There is a transition at  = zcutR, since for larger angles there is no eect
of grooming, and the plot coincides with that in gure 4. Since this transition is still in
the resummation region, this does not imply that there is no eect of grooming for larger
angles in the resummed cross section.






5 Standard vs. groomed jet axis
We present results for the jet function GST;GR at xed order, in the kinematic regime where
k?  zcutpTR  pTR, in section 5.1. The ingredients entering its refactorization are given
in section 5.2.
5.1 Jet function for k?  pTR
The measurement for the jet function dierential in the groomed radius g and the angle
between the standard and groomed jet axis, encoded in k?, is given by
GST;GRi
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1  x > zcut(=R)
 1

(k2?) (g   =R)
+ 
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using the shorthand  = q?=[x(1   x)pT ]. When the softest particle is groomed away,
the groomed axis lies on top of the remaining parton, whereas the axes coincide when the
parton passes grooming. We nd
GST;GRq
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When taking the limit  ! 0, similar care needs to be taken as for the angle between the
groomed and the WTA axis, see eq. (4.3). The corresponding results for quarks and gluons
with  = 0 are given by
GST;GRq
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  2 ln zcut + 2 ln(1  zcut)

L0(g)
































































































































































































































5.2 Refactorization for k?  pTR
We start with the new functions that enter in the factorization for regime A. The same
collinear function appeared in the factorization of the soft drop groomed jet radius, and is




























































It is related to the unmeasured jet function of ref. [60]. Next, we consider the collinear-soft
functions. SG;i also appeared in the factorization of the soft drop groomed jet radius, and























The collinear-soft function SX;i is sensitive to k? and the soft drop grooming condition,
and is up to one-loop order given by













































Note that the O(s) term here is the same as the collinear-soft function SGi in eq. (4.6),
but with opposite sign.
In regime B, the S 0G;i is in fact simply the derivative of SG;i with respect to g. The
only additional result needed is the collinear-soft SK;i, which is dierential both in k? and



































7Note that the one-loop contribution to SK;i is equal to that of the global soft function SGi in eq. (3.8)






Figure 6. Testing the refactorization of the jet function GST;GR where we include both regions
A and B, see eqs. (2.19) and eq. (2.23) at O(s). We show the full xed order result (solid red),
the singular distributions (dashed blue) and the dierence between the two which corresponds to
the nonsingular pieces (dotted green) is the dierence. The left (right) panel corresponds to quark
(gluon) jets.
Similar to the other angles considered above, we nish this section by comparing the
singular and nonsingular terms at order s, as shown in gure 6. Specically, we compare
the singular terms to the full xed order expression for both quark (left) and gluon jets
(right). Here we merged the contributions from regime A and B and integrate out the Rg
dependence. We observe that the singular terms dominate over the entire range of .
6 Numerical implementation
In this section we present details of the numerical implementation relevant for the results
presented below. We start by describing how the resummation of k?=(pTR) is carried out
and matched to xed order in section 6.1. In addition, we discuss scale choices and how
we obtain perturbative QCD scale uncertainties for each angle. A discussion of nonpertur-
bative eects can be found in section 6.2.
6.1 Resummation, matching and uncertainties
The refactorization formulas in sections 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 are written in terms of convolutions
in ~k? since the individual contributions to the transverse momentum from each mode are
added up vectorially. By going to impact parameter b? space, these equations become
multiplicative which thus avoids the convolution structure and makes the implementation
more straightforward. The same reasoning applies to the RG evolution equations, for which
the convolution integrals also become multiplicative in b? space. We then implement the
b? space version of the formulas in section 2 and carry out the resummation, after which
we perform a numerical inverse Fourier transform to obtain or predictions for the angle
in k? space in the resummation region. We note that the natural scales of the dierent
functions in b? space can be obtained from eqs. (2.11), (2.16), (2.21) and (2.26) with the
replacement k? ! b = 2e E=b?.
Instead of using prole scales to merge the resummation of k?=(pTR) with the xed







~Gmatch = g() ~GFO + [1  g()] ~Gresum: (6.1)
The function g is 0 in the resumation region, 1 in the xed order region and it smoothly
interpolates between both regimes. For our numerical implementation we choose the fol-
lowing double quadratic function
g(x) =
8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:
0 x  x1
(x  x1)2
(x2   x1)(x3   x1) x1  x  x2
1  (x  x3)
2
(x3   x1)(x3   x2) x2  x  x3
1 x3  x .
(6.2)
The choice of the transition points x1 and x3 depends on the angle we consider. For each
angle, we determine the transition point between the resummation and xed order region
by comparing the singular and nonsingular terms at xed order as shown in gures 4, 5
and 6.
For the angle between the standard and WTA jet axes, we conclude from the left panel
of gure 4 that the refactorization of the cross section is valid until   0:35, where the
singular and the nonsingular (power corrections) become of comparable size. This indicates
we have reached the region where one should use the xed-order expression. Likewise, for
the gluon (right panel) we see the resummation is necessary for almost the entire range
that is shown in the gure, and we can transition to xed-order result at slightly higher
values, here   0:38.
For the angle between the WTA and groomed jet axes we need to perform two transi-
tions. The refactorization formula (2.15) is expected to accurately describe the full xed-
order expression in the limit k?  zcutpTR, implying that it will only reproduce the terms
proportional to (k? < zcutpTR) in G. Once we go to values of k? that are larger
than zcutpTR, the xed-order expression becomes equal to the ungroomed case, where the
singular terms still dominate. This explains why in gure 5 there is a sudden change in
the behavior of the power corrections at  = zcutR, which corresponds to the transition
between the theta functions of the xed order expression. Therefore, we need to switch
from the groomed resummed case to the ungroomed resummed result at  = zcutR. We
then proceed to transition from the ungroomed resummed to the xed order result just as
in the case of the angle between the standard and WTA jet axes.
By examining gure 6, we notice that the refactorization for the angle between the
standard and groomed jet axes is particularly good throughout the whole range of . Thus
we transition to the xed-order expression only at the very end, requiring that the cross
section vanishes at  = zcutR.
The predictions for the angle between the standard and WTA axes and the groomed






are obtained by varying all scales simultaneously up and down by a factor of 2, by individ-
ually varying them by a factor of 2, and then taking the envelope. The angle between the
standard and groomed axes is calculated at NLL accuracy. At this accuracy the scale vari-
ations give rather large uncertainties which may be up to 50% in some kinematic regions,
because there is no (partial) cancellation between the evolution kernels and xed-order in-
gredients as the scales are varied. We therefore only show the central curve for this angle.
However, the general features of the prediction, such as the angle at which the distribution
peaks, do not change much. In order to integrate out the dependence on the soft drop
groomed radius Rg, we freeze the running of the coupling constant at the scale 0:5 GeV.
We explored the dependence of our results on this cuto scale by varying it by factors of 2
and found that the impact on the nal numerical results is very small, especially compared
to the QCD scale uncertainty at NLL accuracy.
6.2 Nonperturbative eects
For all observables considered in this work, we work in impact parameter b? space and
perform a numerical Fourier inverse transformation. For large b?, we enter the nonpertur-
bative regime and therefore we adopt the so-called b-prescription [7], modifying the scale
b = 2e
 E=b with b = b?=
p
1 + (b?=bmax? )2. Here bmax is chosen such that b avoids
the Landau pole for all values of b? and approaches b? at low values of b?. We follow
ref. [97] in making the approximation that the dominant nonperturbative hadronization
eects are due to the nonperturbative component of the rapidity anomalous dimension,
as it is multiplied by a large logarithm of the ratio of the respective rapidity scales of
the b?-dependent collinear(-soft) and soft functions. The all-orders result of the rapidity










+ if ()  gK (b?; bmax? ) ; (6.3)
where the non-cusp part if vanishes to the accuracy at which we are working. The choice
of b as the lower bound of the integral in eq. (6.3) is compensated for by introducing the
nonperturbative model function gK , which needs to be determined by a t to experimental
data. For the two variables g2; b
max
? which parametrize our nonperturbative model, we use
the tted results of ref. [98] where





with bmax? = 1:5 GeV
 1 and g2(bmax? ) = 0:18 GeV
2. For the gluon case, we include an
additional factor of CA=CF in g2. Note that this parametrization of gK vanishes in the
limit b? ! 0. Other extractions of these or related nonperturbative parameters can be
found for example in refs. [39{42]. For example, for the angle between the standard and
















Figure 7. Numerical results for the angle between the WTA and the standard jet axis at NLL0
accuracy (orange curve and band) for four jet transverse momentum intervals as indicated in the
gure. We choose proton-proton collisions at
p
s = 13 TeV where jets are identied with the anti-kT
algorithm with R = 0:8 at central rapidity with jj < 2. For comparison, we show Pythia 8.2
results at parton level (dotted blue) and when ISR, MPI and hadronization are included (solid blue).
Figure 8. Pythia results for the angle between the standard and WTA jet axis, for the kinematics
corresponding to the upper row in gure 7. Shown are the partonic result (blue), including ISR
(red), MPI (green) and also hadronization (black).
We note that the nonperturbative component in this case vanishes in the limit  ! 1,
which is consistent with the expectation that the two axes are aligned in the limit that
the grooming condition is removed. Similarly in regime B, the nonperturbative component







Figure 9. Quark (blue) and gluon (red) distributions for the angle between the standard and the
WTA axis for pT = 100 GeV (dashed) and 200 GeV (dotted). The solid line shows the pT integrated
result summed over quarks and gluons which corresponds to the central curve in the upper right
panel of gure 7.
Figure 10. Left: numerical results for the angle between the WTA and the soft drop groomed jet
axis with zcut = 0:1 and dierent values of  = 0; 1 ; 2; 10. Right: results for a xed value of  = 1
but dierent values of zcut = 0:05; 0:1; 0:2; 0:3. In both panels we show the ungroomed result (solid
black) for comparison.
7 Results for the LHC
In this section, we present numerical results for the angles between the dierent jet axes
as introduced in the previous sections. We start with the angle between the standard
and the WTA axes, see section 3. Throughout this section, we use the CT14 NLO PDF
set [99]. In gure 7, we show the perturbative results at NLL0 accuracy including a QCD
scale uncertainty band, which is obtained by varying all scales and taking the envelope,
as discussed in section 6.1 above. We consider inclusive jets in proton-proton collisions atp
s = 13 TeV at central rapidities jj < 2 where jets are reconstructed using the anti-kT
algorithm with R = 0:8. We choose four exemplary jet transverse momentum intervals






observe the typical Sudakov suppression for small angles. As the jet pT is increased, the
distribution becomes narrower and peaks at small values of . For comparison, we also
show Pythia 8.2 [100] results at parton level and including Initial State Radiation (ISR),
Multi Parton Interactions (MPI) and hadronization eects. Note that the spike seen in the
lowest  bin of the Pythia results at parton level is due to the shower cuto. Overall, we
nd very good agreement between our perturbative results and the Pythia 8.2 simulations.
Only for the lowest jet transverse momentum bin pT = 30{50 GeV, we observe that the
Pythia results are not within the displayed uncertainty band. This is the case with
the largest contribution from ISR and MPI, which are not (or only partially) contained
in our calculation. Note that in this (and subsequent) gures we show results for fairly
small angles. To access these experimentally it would be natural to consider track-based
measurements, since these have vastly superior angular resolution. On the theory side this
could be included in the calculation by using ref. [101].
We explore ISR, MPI and hadronization in more detail within Pythia 8.2 in gure 8,
for the two jet transverse momentum intervals pT = 30{50 GeV (left) and pT = 100{
200 GeV (right) (corresponding to the upper row in gure 7). All three contributions are
sources of additional soft radiation in the jet. The standard jet axis is sensitive to this
additional soft radiation whereas the WTA axis is insensitive, leading to the broadening
of the distribution seen in the gure. We observe that in the lower pT interval in gure 8
ISR and MPI are the dominant eects, which are relevant over the entire displayed range
of . For the higher pT interval, ISR is the most important eect. The correction due to
hadronization is only relevant for small values of  for both pT intervals considered here,
in agreement with our model in section 6.2.
Next, we investigate dierences between quark and gluon jets. We separately show
the quark (blue) and gluon (red) distributions in gure 9 for pT = 100 GeV (dashed) and
200 GeV (dotted). The pT integrated result where we include appropriate quark/gluon
fractions is shown by the solid red curve. Gluons radiate more, and therefore the standard
and WTA axes are further separated, leading to a broader distribution for gluon jets
compared to quark jets.
We now consider the angle between the WTA and the soft drop groomed jet axes.
First, we study the impact of soft drop grooming in gure 10, choosing the same kinematical
setup as in gure 7 with the jet transverse momentum interval of pT = 100{200 GeV as
a representative example. The ungroomed result is shown for reference. For the soft
drop grooming parameters we choose zcut = 0:1 and  = 0; 1; 2 (left panel) and zcut =
0:05; 0:1; 0:2; 0:3 and  = 1 (right panel), and the corresponding curves are shown at
NLL0 accuracy. From the left panel, we observe that the ungroomed result is approached
for large values of , which is expected as the ungroomed result is recovered in the limit
 ! 1. Similarly, the right panel shows that for smaller values of zcut the ungroomed
result is approximated. We also note that the transition point between the groomed and
the ungroomed distribution depends on zcut but it is independent of . This is consistent
with the perturbative results presented in section 4 above. In general, we observe that
the grooming leads to a distribution that peaks at smaller values of the angle . This can






Figure 11. Numerical results for the angle between the WTA and the soft drop groomed jet axis
with zcut = 0:1 and  = 0 at NLL
0 accuracy. We consider the same kinematics as in gure 7 and
compare to the corresponding Pythia 8.2 results.
and therefore the groomed axis and the WTA axis, which is insensitive to soft radiation
by construction, are closer in angle than the WTA and the standard jet axis. The size of
the peak at small values of  is enhanced when more aggressive grooming parameters are
chosen, i.e. small values of  or large values of zcut.
Next, we show the comparison of our perturbative results to Pythia 8.2 simulations.
In gure 11, we show the comparison of our perturbative results for zcut = 0:1 and  = 0,
including the nonperturbative model as described in section 6.2, and the Pythia results at
parton level and including ISR, MPI and hadronization. We choose the same kinematics
as in gure 7. In the highest jet pT bins, the dierence between the two calculations is very
small and the cross section for the angle between the WTA and the groomed jet axes has a
narrow peak at very small values  . 0:01 which implies that the two jet axes almost agree.
In the lowest pT bin there is still a small discrepancy between the perturbative results and
Pythia due to ISR, MPI and hadronization. We observe that soft drop grooming does not
signicantly reduce the size of these eects at low pT , compared to the ungroomed case
shown in gure 7.
Further, we present numerical results for the angle between the standard and the soft
drop groomed jet axes. Our numerical results at NLL accuracy are shown in gure 12
along with Pythia results, for the same LHC kinematics as in gure 7. We integrated
out the dependence on the soft drop groomed radius Rg, but note that in principle it






Figure 12. Numerical results for the angle  between the standard and the soft drop groomed
jet axis with zcut = 0:1 and  = 0 at NLL accuracy. We consider the same LHC kinematics as
in gure 7 and compare to the corresponding Pythia 8.2 results.
Figure 13. The angle between the standard and soft drop groomed jet axis for the same kinematics
as in the upper right panel of gure 12 but for dierent values of  = 0{3 (left), and for dierent
values of zcut (right).
may be advantageous if it is experimentally necessary to impose an additional cut on
the soft drop groomed radius Rg as is sometimes the case for groomed jet substructure
observables [69, 71, 73]. Even though this observable is more sensitive to soft physics, the
agreement between Pythia and our perturbative results is nevertheless good. We observe
that the perturbative results vanish for  ! 0, whereas the Pythia results show a spike in
the leftmost bin. In Pythia the spike corresponds to jets where no branch gets groomed






Figure 14. The nonperturbative sensitivity of the angle between the WTA and ST axis (upper left),
WTA and GR axis (upper right) and ST and GR axis (bottom), for the kinematics corresponding
to the upper left panel of gure 7. Shown are our NLL0 (or NLL) result with the default g2(bmax? ) =
0:18 GeV2 (orange), as well as double (blue dashed) and half (blue dotted) this value.
that in general the dierence between the two Pythia curves shown in gure 12 is larger
than for the other two angles considered above. This is expected as the angle between the
standard and groomed jet axes is very soft sensitive making this observable a promising
candidate to tune parton shower event generators.
In gure 13, we show the dependence of the angle between the standard and groomed
axes on the grooming parameter  for pT = 100{200 GeV which corresponds to the upper
right panel of gure 12. We choose four exemplary  values 0, 1, 3, 4 (dierent dashing
and colors) but the same zcut = 0:1. In the limit  ! 1, the grooming is removed and
the ungroomed jet is recovered, which implies that the two jet axes considered here are
aligned. This manifests itself in our numerical results by the fact that the curves shown
in gure 13 eventually approach a delta function at  = 0 for large values of . Note that
we obtain the correct limit numerically because the nonperturbative exponent in b? space
approximates unity for  !1 (regime A), see the discussion in section 6.2. Similarly, we
consider four dierent values of zcut, suggesting that in the limit zcut ! 0 the distribution
also approaches a delta function, even though our formalism is strictly speaking not valid
in this limit.
We next examine the sensitivity of each observable to nonperturbative physics. In
gure 14 we focus on the lowest pT -bin, 30{50 GeV, where the eect of nonperturbative






at smaller angles and are therefore strongly Sudakov suppressed by the resummation. To
gauge the nonperturbative sensitivity, we vary the model parameter g2(b
max
? ) dened in
eq. (6.4) between our canonical choice of g2(b
max
? ) = 0:18 GeV
2 to twice and half its value.
The angle between the winner-take-all axis and either the standard or the groomed axis
has the least sensitivity to our choices of nonperturbative parameters. The eect of the
nonperturbative model does not change the spectrum at large angles, so the nonperturba-
tive sensitivity is most apparent in the peak of the distribution. Furthermore, the variation
of g2(b
max
? ) is within the perturbative uncertainty estimated from scale variations. In stark
contrast, the angle of the standard to groomed axes displays a large sensitivity, and at no
point in the spectrum do we see any turning o of the nonperturbative physics.
8 Conclusions
In this work we presented a rst calculation of the angles between dierent jet axes. We
considered three dierent jet axes: the standard jet axis, the soft drop groomed jet axis and
the jet axis using a winner-take-all recombination scheme. Our studies were motivated by
the dierent soft sensitivity of these dierent jet axes. The winner-take-all scheme yields a
jet axis which is insensitive to soft radiation at leading power and also the soft drop groomed
jet axis has a reduced sensitivity to soft physics compared to the standard jet axis. By
considering the angles between dierent axes, the soft radiation pattern inside reconstructed
jets can be studied. Within Soft Collinear Eective Theory, we performed calculations at
next-to-leading logarithmic (NLL0 or NLL) accuracy, where large logarithms of the angle
between the standard and groomed vs. the winner-take-all axes are resummed to all orders,
including the contribution of non-global logarithms in the leading color approximation. We
presented numerical results for relevant LHC kinematics at
p
s = 13 TeV and compared
our results to Pythia 8.2 simulations. Overall we found very good agreement except for
jets with very low jet transverse momentum, where dierent nonperturbative and power-
suppressed eects play an important role.
The angle between the standard and soft drop groomed jet axes is particularly soft
sensitive, as shown in gure 14, as it is a measure of the radiation which is groomed away by
the soft drop algorithm. The corresponding factorization theorem depends on the soft drop
groomed jet radius Rg. We resummed large logarithms of both the angle between the jet
axes and the groomed radius Rg, integrating over Rg after the resummation is performed to
obtain a distribution for the angle between the axes. The all-order structure of non-global
logarithms for this observable is nontrivial, limiting the accuracy of our calculation in this
case. The soft sensitivity of the angle between the standard and groomed jet axis makes
this observable very well suited to tune parton shower event generators, however, further
theoretical work must be done to extend the resummation to NLL0 including non-global
correlations, before such studies can be conducted.
We included nonperturbative eects in impact parameter space by introducing a model
function, which is related to the nonperturbative component of the rapidity anomalous di-
mension relevant for transverse momentum resummation. This was crucial to obtain a
sensible -dependence for the angle between the standard and groomed jet axis. There-







We expect that the observables considered here will have important applications in
proton-proton as well as heavy-ion collisions at the LHC and RHIC. In addition to the
aforementioned tuning of parton shower Monte Carlo programs, or studying the nonper-
turbative contribution to the rapidity anomalous dimension, it could provide valuable in-
sight into the eect of the medium in heavy ion collisions. Furthermore, for jets with a
large radius parameter, these axes could be sensitive to the color ow of a collision, similar
to the pull [20, 102]. As we noted, a measurement using charged particle tracks would
be necessary to access the small angles we consider. Thus, another future direction is to
directly incorporate the eect of a track-based measurement in our calculations.
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A Anomalous dimensions
The one-loop splitting functions are given by
Pqq(z) = CF





























































































































































































































where Ci = CF (CA) for i = q (i = g). We achieve full NLL
0 accuracy by including the
two-loop cusp anomalous dimension which amounts to multiplying all ln  and ln  terms
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